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議事次第

1. 前回会合議事要旨について
2. WP5D対応Ad hoc :30min
3. 周波数作業班（第2回） :10min
4. ビジョン作業班（第26回） :30min
5. 技術作業班（第19回） :20min
6. 白書1.5版最終ドラフト、今後の作業について :15min
7. 今後のスケジュール :5min
8. その他

時間目安



ITU-R WP5D第42回会合に向けた対応案
(above100)

B e y o n d 5 G推進コン ソーシ アム
白書分科会 WP5D対応Ad hoc



ITU-R WP5D第42回会合に向けた対応案(above100関連) 1

 10/10(Mon)-21(Fri)に開催されるWP5D第42回会合に、NTTドコモ様か
ら提供された”Annex 9へ追加測定結果の追記”を入力させて頂きます。
 9/14(Wed)-23(Fri)にメール審議を頂き、特にコメント等はありませんで
したので、入力を御承認頂いたと判断し、その旨、9/23(Fri)にお知らせ致
しました。

 9/14(Wed), 22(Thu)にARIB様のWP5D対応WG、及び、標準化部
会に参考情報として入力致しました。

 9/26(Mon)に総務省様のIMT-WGで御審議頂きました。
 9/29(Thu)に総務省様の地上業務委員会で御審議頂き、御承認を頂
けるとWP5Dへ日本寄与文書として入力されることになります。

 2023/1/30(Mon)-2/10(Fri)に開催予定の第43回会合にも、本文や新
規・改版annexの提案は可能ですので、御検討頂きたく宜しくお願い致します。



(参考) ITU-R M.[IMT.ABOVE 100 GHz]の章構成 (1/4) 2

 1. Introduction
 2. Scope
 3. ITU Related documents
 4. Radio wave propagation in bands above 100 GHz
 4.1 Propagation losses
 4.2 Recent activities on radiocommunication channel 

characteristics and modeling
 4.3 Summary of the results of the studies
 5. Characteristics of IMT in bands above 100 GHz
 5.1 Outdoor-to-outdoor coverage and link budget
 5.2 Outdoor-to-indoor coverage
 5.3 Mobility
 5.4 Impact of bandwidth
 5.5 Channel Sparsity

注: 赤字は章立てのみでテキストなし

現在の作用文書において議論対象の下限周波数として、[92 
GHz][100 GHz]が併記されていますが、日中韓の共同寄与文書
として92GHzを採用する提案を第42回会合に入力致します。



(参考) ITU-R M.[IMT.ABOVE 100 GHz]の章構成 (2/4) 3

 6. Enabling technologies toward IMT in frequencies above 100 
GHz

 6.1 Antenna technology
 6.2 Semiconductor technology
 6.3 Material technology
 6.4 MIMO and Beamforming
 7. Deployment scenarios and architectures
 7.1 Use cases for IMT in bands above 100 GHz
 7.2 Deployment scenarios
 7.3 Deployment architecture
 8. Conclusions



(参考) ITU-R M.[IMT.ABOVE 100 GHz]の章構成 (3/4) 4

 Annex 1 (Nokia): Summary worldwide measurement 
campaigns

 Annex 2 (China): Channel characterization study on frequency 
band 140 GHz, 220 GHz and 300 GHz

 Annex 3 (China): Pathloss study on frequency band 100 GHz 
and 220 GHz to 330 GHz in indoor scenario

 Annex 4 (Samsung): Channel measurement results for both 
LoS and NLoS (non-LoS) links in outdoor urban environments

 Annex 5 (Japan): Basic transmission loss study on frequency 
band from 2 GHz to 300 GHz bands in urban microcell scenario

 Annex 6 (Rohde&Schwarz): Channel measurement campaign 
performed in an urban micro and in an indoor scenario at 158 
GHz and 300 GHz

 Annex 7 (China): Study on the dependence of rain attenuation 
on the rain drop dimension



(参考) ITU-R M.[IMT.ABOVE 100 GHz]の章構成 (4/4) 5

 Annex 8 (Korea): 159 GHz measurement and characteristics in 
an urban street-canyon environment

 Annex 9 (Japan): Study on the effect of reflected waves at 
160 GHz in an indoor corridor

 Annex 10 (Japan): Study on the angle of arrival at 160 GHz 
and 300 GHz in an indoor conference room

 Annex 11 (Nokia): Sub-THz Propagation Measurement 
Campaign at 142 GHz in an Outdoor Environment

 Annex 12 (China): Field Test of Communication Prototype in 
220 GHz band

 Annex 13 (China): Pathloss study on frequency band 140 GHz 
in an indoor data center
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白書分科会(22.09.27)での審議事項

１）WP5D#42会合へ向けた寄書について

短期間でしたが、9/17-9/22 12:00でメール審議し、お二方からのコメント
を反映して、9/26のIMT WGに提出した。

和文要旨　6.2 
Timeline

寄書案　本文　6.
2 Timeline

和文要旨_VISION
告草案作業文書寄書

寄書本文案_VISIO
N


寄与文書要旨（案）資料 





提出元：　

		会合名

		ITU-R SG 5 WP 5D



		番号

		5D/J-



		タイトル

		（和文）新勧告草案M.[IMT.VISION 2030 AND BEYOND]へ向けた作業文書の時線表の更新提案

（英文）Proposal for Updated Timeline figure to a working document towards preliminary draft new recommendation ITU-R M.[IMT.VISION 2030 AND BEYOND]





		関連テキスト

		



		経　緯

		〇　前回に引き続き、新勧告草案M.[IMT.Vision for 2030 and beyond]へ向けた作業文書を更新。

　　特に”2.2 User and application trend”, 

”4 Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond”及び

”5 Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond”

を集中的に検討した。



〇　CJK IMT WG（日中韓の標準化団体CCSA,TTA,ARIBでWP5D会合の前

に共同寄書の可能性を調整する会合）で議論した、IMT.VISIONに関

する新勧告草案へ向けた作業文書の中の6.2 time lineについて、

以下の【修正案】に列挙した修正を行うことについて、当該セクションを抜き出した形で共同寄書とする提案について、中韓から照会がきました。（添付の寄書案（英文）です。）

　　以下に記した変更内容自体は、CJK IMT WGで議論したことを踏ま

えたものです。





		提案内容

		　提案する【修正案】

・　時間軸と矢印の長さをWP5D#41(6月会合)におけるAd hoc Workplanで議論された結果に基づいて、合わせた形にする。

・　他の無線システムとの関係に係る矢印の位置を一番下の位置に移動

する。併せて、integrationの表現をinterconnectingに変更する。

・更に、"and"を"and/or"に、また色の変更とエディトリアルに行う。









※　本寄書は日中韓共同寄与文書
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5D/1209-E

		Radiocommunication Study Groups

		



		

		



		

		



		Received:	 XX September 2022

		Document 5D/XXXX-E



		

		XX September 2022



		

		English only



GENERAL ASPECTS



		China (People’s Republic of), Japan, Korea (Republic of)



		Proposal for Updated Timeline figure to a working document towards preliminary draft new recommendation ITU-R M.[IMT.VISION 2030 AND BEYOND]



		





1	Introduction

At the 41st meeting, Working Party 5D (WP 5D) Ad hoc Workplan has developed detailed timeline, process, and the anticipated deliverables for the development of IMT for 2030 and beyond. Reflecting the outcome from Ad hoc Workplan, at this meeting, it is expected to update figure for ‘Phase and expected timelines for IMT-[2030]’ in the working document (5D/1361 Annex 3.6) for the development of the preliminary draft new Recommendation ITU-R M.[IMT.VISION 2030 AND BEYOND].

2	Proposal

Considering the above, China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea propose to update the timeline figure in the working document as attached.

Major modifications include: 

· Updating time-axis and the length of arrows of each element based on the outcome of Ad hoc Workplan at WP 5D#41

· Re-locating ‘other radio systems’ to the bottom of the figure to place IMT-related elements first, and replacing the term ‘integration’ with ‘interconnecting’.

· Minor editorial updates (i.e., replacing ‘and’ with ‘and/or’, changing colors, etc.)

Attachment:	1




ATTACHMENT

6	Additional framework and objectives

6.2	Timelines

Figure A-1

Phase and expected timelines for IMT-[2030]



[Figure A-2 proposed from CHN]

Figure A-2

Phase and expected timelines for IMT-[2030]





FIGURE A

Phase and expected timelines for IMT-[2030]
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寄与文書要旨（案）資料IMT-45-3-9





提出元：　Beyond 5G推進コンソーシアム 白書分科会

		会合名

		ITU-R SG 5 WP 5D



		番号

		5D/J-nn



		タイトル

		（和文）2030年前後のIMTの構想に係る新勧告草案の作業文書の修正提案

（英文）Proposed modification of working documents towards a preliminary draft new Recommendation ITU-R M. [IMT.VISION 2030 AND BEYOND]



		関連テキスト

		



		経　緯

		〇　前回に引き続き、新勧告草案M.[IMT.Vision for 2030 and beyond]へ向けた作業文書を更新。

特に”2.2 User and application trend”, 

”4 Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond”及び

”5 Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond”

を集中的に検討した。

〇　今回の会合で行われたIMT for 2030 AND BEYONDワークショップのサマリーとITU-R SG 6へのリプライリエゾン文書も作成。

※入力寄書：

ITU-R SG 6(1), IOWN Global Forum (1+2), ATIS NextG Alliance (1+1), 

One6G Association (1+2), NGMN (1+2), 韓国 (1+2), ETRI (1), 

HAPS Alliance (1+1), Qualcomm (1), TSDSI (1), T-Mobile US (2+1),

フィンランド (1), Nokia (2), GSA (2), Ericsson (1+1),日本 (1+2),

中国 (1+2), 5G-ACIA(1)

これまで（今回なし）の入力記録：

ISO(1), Spark NZ(2), WWRF (2), Ericsson et al. (2), 、IAFI(1)

注：（数字）は(今回入力数+これまでの入力回数)



○　作業文書の章構成の現状 (赤字は#41会合での変更箇所)

1. Introduction

2. Trends of IMT for 2030 and beyond

- 2.1 Goals and societal consideration

- 2.2 User and application trends

  2.2.1～2.2.11

- 2.3 Technology trends

- 2.4 Studies on technical feasibility of IMT in bands above 100 GHz

- 2.5 Spectrum implications

  2.5.1～2.5.2

3. Evolution and role of IMT

4. [Usage scenarios] of IMT for 2030 and beyond

※　次回会合で更なる検討

※　Usage Scenario A ～　F

5. Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond

※　能力、要求条件

※　今後の議論用に寄書に基づく能力を整理しつつ纏めた

6. Additional framework and objectives

- 6.1 Relationship

※　従来システムに比したIMT-2030の位置づけ。継続検討

- 6.2 Timelines

- 6.3 Focus areas for further study



		提案内容

		○　前回日本が提案したIMT for 2030 and beyondの概念図にある６つのUsage scenarioの説明文を提案。

○　Coverageに係る能力(capability)に係る定義的説明文について修正案を提案。

「カバレッジを実現する様々な構築手法に対応できる能力」を有するという主旨。（HIBSに関係）

〇　IMTと直接関係のないそれ自体が独立した技術（AI, sensing、等）とIMTとの関係を支援/被支援の関係で記述し、相互の位置づけを明確化するテキストをIntroductionに記述することを提案。

〇　前回会合のオフライン議論において、白書分科会で調査した種々業界のUse caseを、2030年前後の”2  User and application trends”として、情報を活用する種々社会基盤・通信サービス等（11項目）に記載するUse caseに反映させた。限られた時間での作業だったので、更に精査し、日本の白書の内容に照らし抜けた事項を追記した。

〇　ページ数を減らすことが求められていることから、記載内容を精査し、同内容の記述を削除、全体バランスを見て詳細過ぎる内容を削除、等の削減を試みた。また、不明瞭な記述や論理的に繋がりが悪い箇所を適宜修正した。

〇　Workshopは、現在作成中の新勧告草案の検討に、適宜活用する目的で開催された。その幾つかの発表は既に勧告草案に向けた作業文書に盛り込まれているが、盛り込まれてない異なる視点の提言等があった。それをVisionの検討にどう関係付けるか会合で検討することを提案。　　

異なる視点や作業文書に盛り込まれていない事項について、一般表現で列挙した。










【具体的な修文箇所と理由】　（参考：　“2  Discussion and Proposal”に記載）

2.1    On section 2 Trends for IMT towards 2030 and beyond

1)  2.1のサブタイトル名の修正提案記述内容、順序に合わせて修正を提案。

2)　 “System Automation and Efficiency”のテキストの記述に意味が曖昧な語句があるので、

提案者に補足説明を求めるEditor’s noteを追記。

3)  “Economic Prosperity”の記述内容は、ITU-Rにおける技術運用の内容と異なり、経済

について記述しており、不適切。この節全体を削除か、使用用語を置換し“IMT effect”とすることを提案。

4)　 2.2.1 AI Everywhere 

当該節の文を修正するためのエディトリアルの修正が必要と思われた箇所があり、修正を加えた。また、“full-scenario AI usage”の意味が曖昧なため、補足説明が加えられないなら、その句を含む文は必ずしも必要ないと思われる。更に移動通信システムがAIを提供すると記述があるが、当該システムがAIを提供することはなく、支援するので、provide

をsupportに変更。

5)  2.2.2 Smart Industry

当該節の文を修正するためのエディトリアル修正が必要と思われた箇所に修正を加えた。

6)  2.2.3 Immersive multimedia and multi-sensory communication

   没入型経験が得られる例について、作業文書に含まれてないが、過去の日本からの入力

にある例を追加する提案。

7)  2.2.4 Digital twin and extended world

 強力な道具としてのDigital twinの想定される使用目的を過去の日本寄書に基づいて“production process” and “providing contents in virtual space”の追記を提案。

8)  2.2.5 Seamless and ubiquitous coverage

   接続するのに重要な、継目無く至る所で使える範囲の産業（各主題に係る）例として過

去の日本寄書から”logistics”を追加提案。

　地上と非地上網の相互接続の例として衛星を含む記述を削除提案。（WP5Dへの提案であ

ることから）

9)  2.2.6 E-health and well-being

Editor’s noteに従い、短縮簡潔化する。削除部分は、IMT技術に直接関係ないMECに係る記述を削除。XR, digital twin modellingについては、患者の実時間の現実の情報を扱う医療の観点で不適切な内容なので削除。臨床試験に係る記述は、一般の利用者に届く前の作業に関することなので、敢えて載せなくともよいと考えた。

10)  2.2.7   Sensing

   現行の用語の繋がりや記述内容に不明瞭な点があり、同内容の記述があるので、簡潔化

した。その他、以前、日本からの寄書の中に当該項目に追加可能な内容（sensing capability

について）があったので、追記した。

11)  2.2.8   Pervasive IoT

   この章の記述内容は、他の章でも触れられており、分量削減の観点から、2.2.8章全体の

削除を提案する。

12)  2.2.9   Communication and computing convergence

Editor’s noteに当該章を2.2.1 AI everywhereに移すと記されているが、この章の内容はAIと無関係なので、現状維持。但し、一部記述にIMTと関連付けているが、それは適切でないと考えられるので、削除を提案。

13)  2.2.10    Native trustworthiness

   E.N.にあるcritical serviceの変更必要性に対し、より文脈に沿った適切表現として“services 

requiring trustworthiness”を提案。更に、分かり易い文章となるように適宜編集を加えた。

14)  2.2.11   Sustainability

   炭素の出入の平衡の実現へ向けた気候変動の取扱いという記述が論理的でない（炭素平衡が最終目的ではない）ことから、ATTACHMENTの対応箇所のように適切な文書に修正する。

15)  2.2.x   Autonomous and trustworthy service

   このセクションの内容はEditor’s noteに従い、2.2.1 AI Everywhereに盛り込んだ。

第２，３節については、記述内容の補足説明がないと分かり難い内容であり、また、安全性Securityについても記載があるが、2.2.1で既に触れられていることから、当該2つの節は削除を提案する。



2.2     On section 4   Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond

16) 前回会合ではIMT for 2030 and beyondの概念図のみ提案し、現行の作業文書にその図が示されているが、本寄書では、各usage scenarioの意味するところを説明するテキストを図4.J-1の次に追記する提案を行なう。

17) Proposed text on “Usage Scenarios” from Japan

3つのUsage scenarioについて簡潔化テキストを提案。

(1) シナリオの特徴や関連するIMT-2030の能力の説明は重要なので記述し、他の補完的な説明は削除して簡略化した。

(2) 説明文章の簡略化を図るため、” It is also applicable   - - - - - - vital to this usage scenario.”の文章は、このシナリオに関連するIMT-2030の能力KPIの説明にも少し見えるが、非常に細かいので、前節で”stringent transmission reliability, latency characteristics and availability requirements’というようにキー能力KPIの言及があるので、” It is also applicable   - - - - - - vital to this usage scenario.”の文章は削除。

また、”Smart Industry which”で始まる文のuse caseの説明文は、その直前の提案文にあるように簡略化テキストでほぼカバーしているので、詳細部分は削除。

(3) テキスト中の”Future wireless systems will reuse”で始まる文、および” Integration of 

Sensors”で始まる文は当該節の終わりの方にある” This usage scenario facilitates”で始ま

る文でカバー。” These include the aspects - - - RF surveillance applications”の文章は、当

該節の最初の方に日本から今回提案した記述” applied to”で始まる部分でカバー。

　 但し、WP5Dでどうしてもそのようなユースケースを明示したいなら、その部分をのこ

しても良い。

　 ここで大切なの、シナリオの説明文章を簡略化し、同時に、シナリオの特徴・関連する

IMT-2030のキー能力KPIを説明できること。



   残りのUsage scenarioの簡潔化については、現行の複数案を纏める形の提案はせず、現地で議論する。この残りのUsage scenarioについて、日本の説明文案を提案する。



2.3     Relationship between IMT radio interface technology and other technology

18) IMT無線インタフェース技術に関する枠組みに係る勧告案を作成している中で、IMT技術と直接関係ない、他の独立した技術、AI, sensing等についても、あたかも、それらがIMT技術であるかのように言及されている。この点について、IMT技術とそれ以外の単独技術の関係を、IMTが他の技術を支える、あるいは、それら他の技術を使ってIMTを構築、設計するといった関係性を明示的に説明する文章を、1のIntroductionの最後に追加する。



2.4     Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond ---Coverage--- 

19)  “5   Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond”において、13) Availabilityの21項を削除し、そのエッセンスをCoverageの項目に盛り込み、9) Coverageの記述内容の修正を提案。



2.5     Consideration of presentation in the Workshop

20)  Workshopは、現在作成中の新勧告草案の検討に、適宜活用する目的で開催された。ベ

ンダーや事業者のグループからの発表内容は、寄書としても入力され、当該作業文書に反

映されている。他方、アカデミアや研究機関からの発表については、発表の場やその後発

表者の概要を纏めたレポートに留まっている。広く外部に求めたWorkshopの趣旨や目的

を踏まえ、そこでの提言や論点について検討する必要があり、有意義と考える。

　 特に、Digital divide解消の観点について勧告案に明記する必要がある。

　 それらの中には、以下のように今後の議論に待つ必要があるケースが考えられる。

・　技術的内容について、発表者に確認が必要なケース

・　WP5Dの所掌から見て作成中の勧告案に反映させることが難しいケース

・　現時点では、use case実現に要する技術が現在なく開発が必要なケース

・　利用する技術がもたらす可能性のある影響について今後検討が必要とされるケース

　これらの論点について、検討の要否を含め、要の場合の進め方等について、会合の場で

議論する必要があると考える。
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		Source: 	Document 5D/1361 Annex 3.6

		Document 5D/xxxx-E



		

		X [September/October] 2022



		

		English only



GENERAL ASPECTS



		JAPAN



		PRoposed modification of Working document towards A preliminary draft new RECOMMENDATION ITU-R M.[IMT.VISION 2030 and Beyond]
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1　Introduction

In the last meeting of Working Party 5D (WP 5D) #41, “Workshop on IMT for 2030 and beyond” 

was held and the development of the working document towards a preliminary draft new 

Recommendation M. [IMT.VISION] was progressed based on input contribution. Development of

some sections was progressed well. There are still some sections to be considered further and sought to input contributions.    



2　Discussions and Proposal

2.1     On section 2 Trends for IMT towards 2030 and beyond

1) On the title of sub-section 2.1 “Goals and societal consideration”, the order of the phrases 

had better be exchanged as such “Societal consideration and goals” since the paragraphs of the corresponding texts are described in that order. In the portion describing societal issues, what to be addressed is that those issues should be taken into consideration in the development of the frameworks of IMT for 2030 and beyond. So the sub-title should be further changed to “Societal conditions taken account”.

Since what are described in the latter part seems not to be goal, the term of “goals” used in the sub-title name of section 2.1 is proposed to be changed to “contributed aspects”.



2) The content of “System Automation and Efficiency” of 2.1 has some ambiguous phrases such as 

“system automation”, “automated life-cycle management”, “system efficiency [in which]”, 

“emissions [of what]”, and “provisioning [what]”. Each phrase should be addressed more concretely 

or needs supplemented words for clarification.

   So “Editor’s note” pointing out above should be added for clarification of the contents.



3) The paragraph of “Economic Prosperity” seems not to be suitable as for ITU-R document since it 

treats economics. What are described in the paragraph for realization of examples are not directly 

connected to IMT technologies. What IMT can do is to support to realize what are described in the paragraph. So it is better for the paragraph to be removed or it should be modified so as for the description related to economics to be replaced to the description without economics. 

In the latter case “Economic Prosperity” should be changed to “IMT effect”.



4) In 2.2.1 AI Everywhere 

It seemed that some editorial modifications were required to improve sentences. 

The meaning of “full-scenario AI usage” is not so clear. If the complement explanation is not added

 to the phrase, it seems that the portion of text including the phrase is not necessarily required. 

Although there is a sentence, “mobile communication systems provide AI as a service”, the mobile 

system does not seem to provide AI. So “provide” should be changed to “support”.



5) In 2.2.2 Smart Industry

It seemed that some editorial modifications were required to improve sentences. 



6) In 2.2.3 Immersive multimedia and multi-sensory communication

Some examples, in which the immersive experiences are given, are added, which were indicated in 

the previous input contribution from Japan.



7) In 2.2.4 Digital twin and extended world

The objective of the envisaged usage of digital twin as a powerful tool are added based on the 

Japan’s previous inputs, “production process” and “providing contents in virtual space”. 



8) In 2.2.5 Seamless and ubiquitous coverage

The example industry of the seamless and ubiquitous coverage, which is critical to access, is 

proposed to be added from the previous input proposed by Japan. Although “satellite” is included in 

the interconnectivity of terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks in the working document, the term of 

satellite is proposed to be removed for the consideration of TOR of WP5D. 



9) In 2.2.6 E-health and well-being

Since there is an editor’s note on this sub-section for the paragraph to be shortened and aligned with 

the text of other use cases, the modification to do so is tried in this contribution. It is proposed to just shorten the texts since there are no input applicable to the subject in the Japan’s previous contribution.

Since Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is itself the independent technology and is not directly 

related to the technology of IMT towards 2030 and beyond, it seems to be allowable that the 

description relevant to MEC is removed.  

When the  texts are read on medical experience, XR, telepresence, and digital twin modelling are indicated. However, since it is thought that medical information should be treated based on real-time information and measured data from patient, some of what were indicated  above seems to be inappropriate. So those inappropriate descriptions are removed.  

In order to shorten the volume of the text, it is proposed that what are described on “clinical trials” 

are removed since those trials seems to be practiced for the test purpose and investigation purpose, 

and the trial is thought to be implemented before the approval of medicines to be used publicly.   



10) In 2.2.7 Sensing

The first sentence of “2.2.7 sensing” has ambiguity in its context and logic. It is proposed for the 

text to be able to be read smoothly and so as to be easy to understand a modified sentence. In 

addition to that the first paragraph contains redundant texts, which should be also resolved to 

shorten the text.

Further, in addition to the contents of applications, some capabilities of sensing are proposed to be 

added as for safety driving support in the emergency trajectory correction and centi-meter-level 

sensing accuracy.



11) In 2.2.8   Pervasive IoT

The contents of this sub-section are covered in other sub-section substantially. So it is proposed to 

remove the whole paragraph in order to make the volume of the text shorten. 



12) In 2.2.9   Communication and computing convergence

Although Editor’s note mentions that this sub-section should be merged to “section 2.2.1 AI 

everywhere”, the description of this section is not related to AI. So the section is OK to be 

maintained as it is. But some description of edge computing and cloud computing is not suitable to be made related to IMT. Those texts are proposed to be removed.



13) In 2.2.10    Native trustworthiness

It is noted in Editor’s note that the term “critical” needs to be revised and explained. Possible suitable 

term in this context could be proposed to be “services requiring trustworthiness”. In addition to that 

some editorial modifications are proposed so as to be concise text.



14) In 2.2.11   Sustainability

Since text of “address global climate changes towards realizing a carbon neutral infrastructure” 

needs more complementary explanation to be concise and logical, some modification is proposed as 

indicated in corresponding portion in ATTACHMENT, which is proposed to modify.



15) In 2.2.x   Autonomous and trustworthy service

As indicated in Editor’s note, it is proposed that contents of first paragraph described in this sub-

section was merged to section “2.2.1 AI Everywhere” as ATTACHMENT, with excluding the 

redundant content. As for second paragraph, it is hard to understand the paragraph and requires 

more complement explanation. On the security described in the second and third paragraph, “2.2.1 

AI Everywhere” already covers it. So those two paragraph are proposed to be removed.



2.2     On section 4 “Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond”

16)  Explanatory texts to conceptual figures

In the #41 meeting Japan proposed the conceptual figure of IMT for 2030 and beyond” and the 

Figure itself is indicated in the current working document. In this contribution Japan added the 

explanatory text for each usage scenario to make readers easily understood what is intended to be 

expressed in each usage scenario, whose texts are placed in the portion next to “FIGURE 4.J-1”. 



17) Proposed text on “Usage Scenarios” from Japan

3 Usage scenarios drafted in #41 meeting are proposed to be modified so as to be simplified.

(1) Immersive/eMBB

Since the explanatory texts on features of the usage scenario and capabilities of IMT for 2030 and 

beyond are important, those texts are described and other complemental explanatory texts, starting 

“New communication devices” are proposed to be removed for simplification.

The description for the rest of usage scenarios will be discussed in the #42 meeting. On the rest of 

usage scenarios, Japan just additionally proposes explanatory texts for each scenario.

(2) Extreme [Critical] Communications

In order for the explanatory text to be simplified, 

Although the portion of “It is also applicable   - - - - - - vital to this usage scenario” seems to explain 

slightly about KPI of capabilities of IMT-2030 relating to the subjected usage scenario, the texts are 

very detailed. Since there are description of KPI of key capabilities as ”stringent transmission 

reliability, latency characteristics and availability requirements” in the former paragraph, the 

portion of “It is also applicable   - - - - - - vital to this usage scenario” is proposed to be removed in 

order for the explanatory text to be simplified as much as possible.

In addition, since the explanatory text of use cases in the text starting “Smart Industry which” is 

Almost covered by the proposed simplified text just before the text, the detailed description is 

proposed to be removed.



(3) The contents of text starting “Future wireless systems will reuse” and text starting “Integration 

Of sensors” are covered by text starting “This usage scenario facilitates” which is located in the end 

of the paragraph.  Since texts of “These include the aspects - - - RF surveillance applications” can 

be covered by the portion of Japan’s proposed texts starting “applied to” in this meeting, placed in 

the beginning of the paragraph, the texts of “These include the aspects - - - RF surveillance 

applications” proposed to be removed.

   However, if WP5D would like to remain the texts of use cases mentioned above, the portion can 

be remained. 



The rest of several texts on “Usage scenarios” proposed previously is not proposed to be simplified 

texts.  Each subject of the rest would be discussed in the meeting. Japan proposes explanatory text 

for each usage scenarios currently with some candidate texts.



2.3     Relationship between IMT radio interface technology and other technology

18) Some technologies, each of which is an independent technology by itself, such as “Artificial Intelligence (AI)” and “sensing”, are described in the document. It should be made clear that the systems of IMT for 2030 and beyond could support realization, implementation, and/or practices of use cases and/or applications using those technologies. There are also some other cases the independent technology could be used to design the system or network of IMT for 2030 and beyond. 



The paragraph mentioned above should be placed in introduction.



2.4      Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond ---Coverage--- 

19) Coverage is one of the key elements to achieve global mobile connectivity. In order to deploy economically for a full dimensional coverage, from indoor to rural areas and even over the sea and sky, various kinds of components of IMT systems, interworking with NTN, could be utilized with combination as for base stations. IMT for 2030 and beyond should have the capability to support such flexible deployment methods.

Specifically, the radio interface of IMT for 2030 and beyond should be capable of providing communication service in an adequate quality (e.g. in data rate, delay and reliability) 

even in unfavourable deployment conditions such as long propagation delay due to large distance between a base station and UE, high doppler shift and moving cells when a base station is located on a moving platform.



Based on the above consideration some modifications, as indicated in ATTACHMENT, are 

proposed to the embedded document of “capabilities (5D#41-clean)” in “5   Capabilities of IMT for 

2030 and beyond”. In the proposal, although item 21 in 13) Availability is proposed to be removed, 

a portion of the text in item 21 is consolidated to the newly proposed bullet in 9) coverage of the 

embedded document.



2.5     Consideration of presentation in the Workshop

20) Workshop on VISION was held in WP5D #41 to use appropriately contents of the presentations 

for the consideration of the development of new Recommendation under consideration. Some of 

presentations from vendors’ and/or operators’ groups are input as contribution and reflected to the 

working document towards a preliminary draft new Recommendation. On the other hand, some 

presentations from academia or research institutes are staying at the presentation and the report of

overview of the presentation developed by each presenter. 



Considering the background that WP5D called for presentations broadly to the external organizations

with announcement of its purpose and effect, it is thought that the consideration of the proposals and 

issues presented is necessary and meaningful. Especially it is required to describe from the 

perspective of the resolution of “Digital divide”



It is also thought that there are cases to be required to wait for the further consideration as follows:

- the contents of technology to be asked and confirmed for clarification to the presenter,

- it is hard to reflect to the draft new Recommendation under developing from the viewpoint of the 

terms of reference of WP5D,

- at this moment there are not technologies to realize the use case and be required to be developed, and

-  it might be required to consider any possible effects caused by the technologies used in the IMT 

for 2030 and beyond.



It is thought that these issues should be considered in the meeting on whether consideration of these issues is required or not, if needed, how to proceed the consideration, and so o.





The proposed portions are indicated with turquoise colour highlights.
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IMT Vision – Framework and overall objectives of the future 
development of IMT for 2030 and beyond

Summary

[Editor’s note: To be developed according to ‘Format of ITU-R Recommendations’]

Scope

This Recommendation defines the framework and overall objectives for the development of International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) for 2030 and beyond.   IMT will continue to better serve the needs of the networked society, for both developed and developing countries in the future and this Recommendation outlines how that will be accomplished. This Recommendation also intends to drive the industries and administrations for encouraging further development of IMT for 2030 and beyond. In this Recommendation, the framework of the development of IMT for 2030 and beyond, including a broad variety of capabilities associated with envisaged usage scenarios, is described in detail. Furthermore, this Recommendation addresses the objectives for the development of IMT for 2030 and beyond, which includes further enhancement and evolution of existing IMT and the development of IMT-[2030]. It should be noted that this Recommendation is defined considering the development of IMT to date based on Recommendation ITU-R M.2083.

Keywords

IMT, IMT for 2030 and beyond, IMT-2020, [IMT-2030], IMT-Advanced 

Abbreviations/Glossary

IMT	International Mobile Telecommunications

[Editor’s note: Abbreviations/Glossary will be made when the working document will be stabilized.]

Related documents: ITU Recommendations, Reports, Documents and Handbook

Recommendation ITU-R M.687 – International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000)

Recommendation ITU-R M.816 – Framework for services supported on International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000)

	

Recommendation ITU-R M.1645 – Framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT2000 and systems beyond IMT2000

Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 – IMT Vision - "Framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT for 2020 and beyond"

Recommendation ITU-R M.1457 – Detailed specifications of the terrestrial radio interfaces of International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000)

Recommendation ITU-R M.2012 – Detailed specifications of the terrestrial radio interfaces of International Mobile Telecommunications Advanced (IMT-Advanced)

Recommendation ITU-R M.2150 – Detailed specifications of the terrestrial radio interfaces of International Mobile Telecommunications-2020 (IMT-2020)

Report ITU-R M.2243 – Assessment of the global mobile broadband deployments and forecasts for International Mobile Telecommunications

Report ITU-R M.2320 – Future technology trends of terrestrial IMT systems

Report ITU-R M.2370 – IMT Traffic estimates for the years 2020 to 2030

Report ITU-R M.2376 – Technical feasibility of IMT in bands above 6 GHz

Report ITU-R M.2134 – Requirements related to technical performance for IMTAdvanced radio interface(s)

Report ITU-R M.2410 – Minimum requirements related to technical performance for IMT-2020 radio interface(s)

Report ITU-R M.2441 – Emerging usage of the terrestrial component of International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT)

Report ITU-R M.[IMT.FUTURE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS TOWARDS 2030 AND BEYOND] – Future technology trends of terrestrial IMT systems towards 2030 and beyond

Report ITU-R M.2291 – The use of International Mobile Telecommunications for broadband public protection and disaster relief applications

Report ITU-R M.[IMT.INDUSTRY] – Applications of IMT for specific societal, industrial and enterprise usages

Report ITU-R M.[IMT.Above 100 GHz] – Technical feasibility of IMT in bands above 100 GHz

The ITU Radiocommunication Assembly,

considering

a)	that ITU has contributed to standardization and harmonized use of IMT, which has provided telecommunication services on a global scale;

b)	that technological advancement and the corresponding user needs will promote innovation and accelerate the delivery of advanced communication applications to consumers;

c)	that Question ITU-R 229/5 addresses further development of the terrestrial component of IMT and the relevant studies under this Question are in progress within ITUR;

d)	that Question ITU-R 262/5 addresses usage of the terrestrial component of IMT systems for specific applications and the relevant studies under this Question are in progress within ITUR;

e)	that Recommendation ITU-R M.1645 defines the framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT-2000 and systems beyond IMT-2000;

f)	that Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 defines the framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT for 2020 and beyond;

g)	that for global operation and economies of scale, which are key requirements for the success of mobile telecommunication systems, it is desirable to establish a harmonized timeframe for future development of IMT considering technical, operational and spectrum related aspects;

h)	that IMT interoperates and/or interworks with other radio systems,

[Editor’s note: Some other texts such as trends and characteristics of IMT for 2030 and beyond can be described further, if necessary.]

recognizing

that development of new radio interfaces that support the new capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected along with the enhancement of IMT-2000, IMT-Advanced and IMT-2020 systems,

noting

that pursuant to Article 44 of the ITU Constitution, Member States shall endeavour to apply the latest technical advances as soon as possible,

recommends

that the Annex should be used as the framework and the overall objectives for the future development of IMT for 2030 and beyond.
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1	Introduction

[Editor’s note: Following is an initial text for section 1. It would be updated based on the progress of other sections.]

[ 

In the world of 2030 and beyond, human intelligence will be augmented by being tightly coupled and seamlessly intertwined with the ubiquitous intelligent network and digital technologies. It is expected that future IMT system towards 2030 and beyond will support and further accelerate a change for a better and sustainable world with significantly increased efficiency in the use of resources, energy and cost, thus facilitating new and sustainable ways of living in the next decades. Moreover, experience in the future will be enriched by the seamless unification of the physical and digital (cyber) worlds achieved through a new ecosystem of networks and device technologies. It is foreseen that an enhanced digital world experience consisting of multi-sensory experiences enabling transformative forms of human collaboration such as human-machine and machine-machine interactions will bring life-improving use cases and create new economic value.

At the same time, it is anticipated that there will be continuing demands for achieving [sustainable energy solutions], cost and resource efficiency, high capacity, low latency, strong security, resilience, safety from the societal challenges and efficiency under all circumstance in coverage and operation, enabling future IMT as trustworthy and AI-native system, distributed cloud and communication systems. Besides increasing ambitions with various use cases and enhanced performance, IMT for 2030 and beyond should be an integral part of a sustainable and carbon neutral world.

The goal of this Recommendation is to establish the vision for IMT towards 2030 and beyond, by provideing guidelines on the framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT towards 2030 and beyond, which describes potential user and application trends, technology trends, spectrum implications, evolution and role of IMT, usage scenarios, capabilities, and additional framework and objectives of IMT for 2030 and beyond.

Furthermore, it should be noted that  some technologies, each of which is  an independent technology by itself, such as “Artificial Intelligence (AI)” and “sensing”, are described in the document. It should be made clear that the systems of IMT for 2030 and beyond could support realization, implementation, and/or practices of use cases and/or applications using those technologies. There are also some other cases the independent technology could be used to design the system or network of IMT for 2030 and beyond. 

]

2	Trends for IMT towards 2030 and beyond

[ 

Applications and services enabled by future wireless communication technology will connect not only humans, but also machines and various things altogether. With advances in new human-machine interfaces such as extended reality (XR) displays, haptic sensors and actuators, e-smell and e-taste, and brain interfaces, connected humans can enjoy truly immersive experiences that are virtually generated or happening remotely. On the other hand, connected machines are intelligent and have been automated so that they can move ultra-fast and ultra-precise as intended through advances in machine perception, robotics, and artificial intelligence (AI). In a physical world, humans and machines will continuously interact with each other, working with a digital world that extends the real world by using a great number of advanced sensors, future wireless communication technology and artificial intelligence. Such a digital world not only replicates but also affects the real world by providing virtual experiences to humans and computed control to machines. It can be observed that future world including physical world and digital world will be more complicated and rapidly changing. The IMT for 2030 and beyond system will be the fundamental infrastructure to ensure/contribute to/foster a more trustworthy society and sustainable development. 

]

2.1 	Goals and sSocietal conditions taken account consideration and  contributed aspects

[

IMT systems have been serving as a telecommunications tool for people and supporting the development of various industries. 

It should be recognized that we are in the world that the followings should be taken into consideration in 2030 and beyond:

–	on societal issues, decreasing population engaged in production in several industries, shortage of natural resources such as rare metals, rare earths, and critical metals, and insufficient health care caused by the increase of the population to be cared (short of care nurse, productivity of care operators, and scientific care, as a result, resulting in the increase of societal security cost), and

–	on natural phenomena, climate changes (possible concentrated heavy rain, forest firing, increase of the number of events such as flood of the river, sea level rise, and so on) and also infection pandemic, as discussed in UN and the conference on climate.

IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected to continue the role in improving quality of life in societal needs in health care, education, societal security, and environmental protection. 

In 2030 and beyond, it is also envisaged that building cyber physical systems (CPS) would fulfil the three societal natures, which are as follows: 

i)	Inclusive Society, in which anyone can participate actively by using “Ultra-telepresence technology” and “Ultra-cybernetics technology”; 

ii)	Sustainable Society, which can sustainably grow by using “Ultra-mutually controlled network technology” and “Ultra real-time optimization technologies”; and 

iii)	Dependable Society, in which people can act safely by using “Ultra-autonomous technology of security” and “Ultra-failsafe network technology”. 

It is expected that events in physical space would be replicated faster and in more detail in cyber space and various kinds of next acts in physical space would be possibly decided in cyber space.

The volume of data transferred between respective spaces would vastly increase and those data would be analysed by AI. IMT system for 2030 and beyond would support communications between physical space and cyber space.

The evolved and new capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond would be also expected to contribute to several United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) and continue to help digital inclusion by providing connectivity to citizens. IMT systems and the underlying technologies could open new opportunities for better information availability and help in enhancing building human capacity and skills at a rapid rate. 

Considering the above and the trends described in § 2, IMT should continue to contribute to the following aspects:

–	Sustainable Development: Sustainability is the balancing of economic prosperity, environmental protection, resource conservation, social well-being, and equity. The IMT technology design principles should encompass sustainability measures aimed toward achieving carbon-neutrality. It is important to stress that information and communication technologies (ICTs) play an important role in society, for the environment, and to empower individuals and industries, towards protecting the environment by saving energy and maximizing efficiency.

–	Ubiquitous Coverage and Connectivity: The future IMT system design should ensure a simplified network architecture with very high network availability, to allow for rapid deployments across diverse terrains and geographies, including through ancillary functions like fixed wireless access (FWA) and backhaul. 

–	Native-AI Network: The development of future IMT systems is expected to embed artificial intelligence (AI) from the beginning of the system design. This native-AI network can enable services and continual system improvements through self-learning, and increase the robustness, flexibility, resilience, performance, and efficiencies against diverse traffic types, ultra-dense deployment topologies, and more challenging spectrum situations. 

–	Trustworthiness: The characteristics of security, data privacy, availability, resilience, compliance with ethical frameworks are foreseen to become new fundamental requirements for network design towards future IMT systems 

–	Compute and Communication Convergence: Future IMT systems need to be aware of compute availability and should be able to orchestrate the distributed compute for the accumulation, aggregation, and analysis of big data while delivering customized networking services for enterprise and social network groups on wireless networks 

–	System Automation and Efficiency: Future IMT system design should support a fully automated life-cycle management by operators, across services, networks, and business/policy domains, with end-to-end system efficiency and visibility on network operations, spectrum management, energy consumption, emissions, provisioning and device management.

	[Editor’s note: The descriptions in this paragraph seem to have some ambiguous phrases such as “system automation”, “automated life-cycle management”, “system efficiency [in which]”, “emissions [of what]”, and “provisioning [what]”. Each phrase should be addressed more concretely or need supplemented words for more clarification.] 

–	[IMT Effect]Economic Prosperity: Economic growth can be fostered by leveraging IMT capabilities could support to increasinge productivity, innovation, efficiency, effectiveness, and to creatione of new value propositions, business models, and market segments.  Economic and societal benefits are strengthened through IMT technologies that can provide advancements in manufacturing, supply chains and workforce development.

]

2.2 	User and application trends 

[Editor’s note: The proposed detailed texts from input contributions for user and application trends (§§ 2.1.1 to 2.1.11) below are still to be further reviewed and amended specially in the light of the contributions from the proponents in the upcoming WP 5D meeting(s). Contributions are encouraged for the next WP 5D meeting.]

[

2.2.1	AI Everywhere 

With the steady progress and fast spread of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning technologies, full-scenario AI usage could will be a fundamental use case in the future., iIt is expected that the use of AI would a dramatically increases in the use of AI to further optimize society and simplify the life, also known as AI everywhere. 

Future connected devices will become fully context-aware for more intuitive and efficient interactions among humans, machines and the environment. 

Moreover, native AI can be used by the network itself, capable of performing self-monitoring, selforganizing, self-optimizing and self-healing functions without human intervention, for network operation and management purposes, which can optimize and simplify many processes and improve operations, reducing the need for human participation and supervision. 

Intelligent agents including human and autonomous things with capability of perception, recognition and thinking capability will produce active intelligent interactive behaviours. 

As a whole, Ffuture mobile communications systems as a whole are expected to support provide AI as a service for these intelligent applications. These systems realizing AI as a service are required to be trustworthy with the higherst security and explainability, and at the same time allow significant amounts of computing split distributed across networks and devices.

2.2.2	Smart industry

The machine-to-machine cooperation is one kind of future smart industry trend. With integration of reliable artificial intelligence and digital twin techniques, industrial robots and machines wouldwill have the capability to share their knowledge and experience, and cooperate among themeach other to enable resource and energy efficient use of resource and energy, optimizations of manufacturing, automated product delivery, etc. Beyond these, future automated vertical communication systems wouldwill be networkedcentred on personalized “digital human” of precision medicine/machine, cobots, or even cyborgs, which require real-time intelligentce interaction between robots and humans. These use cases are not only operated in the scenario of moving and open environment, e.g. autonomous driving, but also operated in scenarios of dense local environment, e.g. industry automation in more dense industrial environments which will require higher flexibility, self-organization capabilities, local processing and direct communication among entities.

2.2.3	Immersive multimedia and multi-sensory communication

The future of multimedia and human-centric communication will give an immersive physical experience through interaction with the digital world. Mixed Reality (MR) and holographic telepresence will become the norm for both work and social interaction, giving an immersive 3D experience with in-depth integration of virtual and reality, and a quality of interaction very close to reality. 

Such enhanced human-centric communication will enable extremely immersive experience and multi-sensory interactions in XR applications and remote telepresence with seamless user experience. New human-machine interfaces are in foreseen that extend the user experience across multiple physical and virtual platforms, where interactive haptic and multi-sensory communication will support teleoperation. MR telepresence allows interaction with both physical and digital objects, enabled by wearable devices with fully context-aware, intuitive interfaces. Immersive human-machine interaction will be possible in applications for e.g., telesurgery and medicine, remote operation of machinery in industry and transportation. 

Immersive and multi-sensory applications will facilitate remote work-from-home, beyond-office collaboration, teacher-student interactions and improved diagnostics in tele-consultations by enabling true human interaction. The ultimate immersive experience will be given in entertainment through immersive multimedia and remote live performances, in a personalized environment and entertainment on board the aircraft, in the virtual space which works with Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) / Digital twin and so on. This can all be linked together through a metaverse and cyber-physical systems.

2.2.4	Digital twin and extended world

IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected to replicate the physical world in a digital world as precise real-time representations or digital twins. 

Digital twins have the potential to provide ubiquitous tools and knowledge platforms for modelling of assets, resources, environment, and situations, and to allow monitoring, design, management, analysing, diagnosing, simulating, navigation, interactive mapping, etc. 

Using advanced technologies such as integration of communication with artificial intelligence (AI), sensing, and computing,. Ddigital twins will also synchronize the digital world to the physical world and provide connections between the digital replica components. Digital twins will not only replicate but also affect the physical world by providing virtual experiences to humans and computed control to machines. Digital twins are also envisaged to be a powerful tool for supporting applications such as human digital twin, twin agriculture, twin industry, construction planning/production process, management of real-estate, smart city, providing contents in virtual space, etc. 

In addition, metaverse and cyber-physical systems (CPS), are being developed on the Internet platform as a new wave to give truly immersive experiences to users via appropriate interactivities between physical space, cyber space, and users.

2.2.5	Seamless and ubiquitous coverage

Seamless and ubiquitous connectivity fulfils the basic human communications need and is also critical for access to education, health, transport, logistics, and business opportunities. The vision of IMT towards 2030 and beyond is expected to deliver on digital inclusion for all, to connect the unconnected and under-connected areas in a cost efficient and affordable manner, by addressing the challenges of coverage, capacity, data-rate and the mobility of terminals. IMT towards 2030 and beyond is therefore expected to support the development of a ubiquitous intelligent mobile society and deliver on digital inclusion for all by meaningfully connecting the rural and remote communities and further expanding into sparsely populated and hard to reach areas. The interconnectivity of terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks, including satellites and high-altitude platforms, is also expected to provide coverage enabling ubiquitous mobile broadband and wide range services everywhere on the ground, including in rural and remote areas as well as in the airspace and over water.

2.2.6	E-health and well being

[Editor’s note: This description may need to be shorten and aligned with the text of other use cases.]

With communication networks with support accurate, ultra-high reliability, low latency and high data throughput to medicaline expertise, basic e-health services can be delivered anywhere. Moreover, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) also will improve quality of public safety networks and mobile health. Application by XR and tele-presence, iIn conjunction with haptic information along with audio/visual information will allow medical staff an immersive experience while leveraging digital twin modelling and insight. Trusted body networks with connected medical sensors and actuators can provide closed-loop interactive remote monitoring and predictive therapy.

Use cases related to e-health supported by IMT for 2030 and beyond will respond to changing global scenario on ways how to work and how to stay safe during the societal challenges such as infectious pandemicCOVID19. In the event of an infectious disease outbreak, restrictions on movement and activities may be imposed, but by making everything online, tThe clinical trial can be proceeded without being affected by the restrictions on activities by making everything online.

Tele-diagnosis, remote healthcare, electronic artificial skin type sensor, embedded type sensor, digital clinical trials and tele-rehabilitation are just some of the many potential applications in ehealth. It is conceivable that online remote medical treatment or wearing a biometric sensor at all times during a clinical trial will allow the clinical trial organization to constantly monitor biometric data and take prompt action through immediate detection and notification of abnormalities.

With the aid of advanced tele diagnostic tools, the use of medical expertise/consultation could be available anywhere and anytime regardless of the location of the patient and the medical practitioner. 

Remote and robotic surgery is an application where a surgeon gets real-time audio-visual feeds of the patient that is being operated upon in a remote location. The surgeon operates then using real-time visual feeds and haptic information transmitted to/from the robot; this is already happening in some instances. 

Connected ambulances for Telemedicine and Telehealth to enable remote transmission and reception of health-related data for various purposes such as health monitoring, early clinical decision making and, in some cases, remote diagnosis.

IMT for 2030 and beyond will assist and reproduce perceptual functions, physical functions and abilities. For example, building a medical database in cyberspace onto overcome cancer and intractable diseases in which Genome analysis, as one of key tools, requires the processing of an enormous amount of information. Moreover, on building a Medical and Nursing Care System to Ssupport a Ssuper-Aaging Ssociety in which transmission of huge amount of data is treated with strict requirements of communication by assistive medicalsurgical  robot, as a mobile operating room near patients for immediate procedure, AI diagnosis, and incorporating AI analysis of biometric data and various image will play important role.

The UN also recognizes the need to address the increasing mental health and nutrition problems for an improved well-being in the society in an easy and cheap way, accessible to everyone. IMT for 2030 and beyond wouldill enable the required connectivity and distributed intelligence to help reduce the cost and barriers to such fundamental services.

2.2.7	Sensing 

The integration of sensing and communication in future wireless systems will provide beyond-communication capabilities such as imaging, mapping and localization, which could lead toin turn will give high resolution and accuracy in object detection, recognition and estimation of range/angle/velocity. , enabling precision sensing and actuation to understand and control the physical world. Sensor data can be shared in a predefined local environment and to networks or network parts, giving network sensing and mapping through external third-party sensors.

This will make it possible to integrate localization, sensing, and imaging functions into the system design. Harvesting context through sensing combined with advanced AI will enable a much fuller context awareness. Sensing will be a key enabler for the fusion of physical, biological and cyber worlds, moving from “connecting things” to “connected intelligence”. 

Sensing would support various value-added innovative applications, such as ultra-high precision positioning/localization of device-based or even device-free objects, high resolution and real-time 3D-mapping for automated driving/transport and robot collaboration. Other opportunities are gesture and activity recognition for touch free applications, pollution monitoring, and detection of flaws in materials. Sensing capabilities would be used in the collective perception in safety driving support responding to events such as emergency trajectory correction. There is a possibility of providing centi-meter-level sensing accuracy by use of THz, ultra-multiple-elements-based MIMO in base station, highly coordinated distributed sensing.

2.2.8	Pervasive IoT

[Editor’s note: This use case may be merged with other trends.]

As the digitalization progresses, it is expected that humans will live in a world where the physical world is accompanied by a digital twin in the cyber world, in which automation and intelligence can be created and then delivered to the physical world. As such, connectivity for everything with highly reliable and low-latency connections, are required to enable ubiquitous and real-time information collection, sharing, and intelligent control and feedback in various scenarios, such as massive connections of internet of bio-things through wearable devices, intra-body communications achieved via implanted sensors, smart factories, smart transportation, smart city, smart building, and medical and health scenarios, etc. Accurate positioning would also be beneficial in many of these scenarios.

2.2.9	Communication and computing convergence

[Editor’s note: Communication and computing convergence description needs to be further verified if it includes AI aspects. Then it is proposed and agreed to be merged with Pervasive AI trend (Section 2.1.1).]

Ubiquitous computing distributed across end devices, base stations, edge and cloud computing is an emerging trend of IMT for 2030 and beyond. Future IMT systems are connect required to allow  significant amounts of computing split and distributed across networks and devices. When a client requests a low latency service, the network may direct this to the nearest edge computing site. For computation-intensive applications, and due to the need for load balancing, a multiplicity of edge computing sites may be involved, but the computing resources can be utilized in a coordinated manner. Augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) rendering, automated driving/transport, navigation, smart railway and holographic type communications are all candidates for edge cloud coordination.

2.2.10	Native trustworthiness

[Editor’s note: The term “critical” needs to be revised and explained.]

The characteristics of trustworthiness,  —such as security, privacy, availability, and resilience, —require further attention for all services being considered for IMT towards 2030 and beyond . Societaly activities will rely on communication networks delivering  [critical] services requiring trustworthiness while being able to ensure the integrity of the information. People as well as industries will rely on verified data and identity ies verification even as they enjoy full privacy. A combination of air interface and networked infrastructure with native security functionalities will achieve strong protection, and thereby increasing user confidence and trust. Dynamic establishment of locally trusted zones protecting individual, or machine specific information will further support trustworthy deliveringy of [critical] services requiring trustworthiness such as body area networks supporting personalized health applications, vehicles with on-board networks, mobile automated machines platooning or collaborating on common target, ., e.g. a harvesting campaign, connected cameras and mics during special events

2.2.11	Sustainability

[Editor’s note: The description of this use case should be developed to cover UN’s SDGs. Further consideration to “digital divide” is needed.]

To cope withaddress the growing societal concerns on the sustainability of the environment and society, futurethe next IMT system is expected to play a rolehelp to cope with address global climate changes by towards realizing the system as a carbon neutral infrastructure, to resolve[reduce the digital divide in those area where people are hard to access the internet], and to serve the global economy as a key digital infrastructure for all possible industrial sectors. 

There is a need to develop the nextfuture IMT systems to reduce negative effect to the environmental conditionimpact  through realization of higher energy-efficiency, use of environmentally friendly materials, highly efficient use of resources efficiency with improved reusability, and efficient deployment and operations, thereby targeting a balance between sustainability and affordability to support new ways of living.

Furthermore, sustainable telecommunication infrastructure is expected to be resilient and reliable to the effects of natural disasters.

[5D/1214 ETRI]

[2.2.x	Autonomous and trustworthy service

[Editor’s note: This text will be merged with trend “AI Everywhere” on Section 2.1.1 in next WP5D meeting #42]

IMT 2030 and beyond envisions autonomous networks capable of performing self-monitoring, selforganizing, self-optimizing and self-healing functions without human intervention [6]. Zerotouch network and service management based on AI/ML technology, which enables full automation of network management tasks including security, is an example to achieve this goal.

As the prevalence of AI/ML will be realized in distributed and large-scale systems for a variety of use cases, distributed AI/ML technologies can enforce rapid control and analysis of the very large amounts of data. The security of IMT 2030 is mainly enforced in two aspects such “Security by AI” and “Security for AI”.

And distributed AI/ML can be used for security for different phases of cybersecurity protection and defence in IMT 2030 and beyond. The utility of AI/ML driven cybersecurity lies on the advantages in terms of autonomy, higher accuracy and predictive capabilities for data and security analytics.]

[Editor’s note: The figure below illustrates a possible way of how user and application trends can be grouped.]

The summary of key trends may be grouped at high level, as shown below, within, though not confined to, a few general classes with potentially common characteristics. This is a simplified grouping and similarities and complementary roles between use cases within or across classes are expected. The potential and provisional generic use cases represent the trends, while this representation allows additional use cases including those not imagined today.



]



2.3	Technology trends

 [Editor’s note: Section 2.3 will be developed based on material(s) from SWG Radio Aspects.] 

2.4	Studies on technical feasibility of IMT in bands above 100 GHz

[Editor’s note: Section 2.4 will be developed based on material from SWG Radio Aspects.]

2.5	Spectrum implications

The development of IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected to enable new use cases and applications, and address rapid traffic growth, for which contiguous and broader channel bandwidths than are currently available for IMT systems would be desirable.

It is noted that no single frequency range satisfies all the criteria required to deploy IMT systems. There are differences in the markets and deployments and timings of the mobile data growth in different countries. To meet the capacity and coverage requirements of IMT systems and to serve the emerging services and applications, multiple frequency ranges from the low, mid, high and up to the very high frequency bands would be needed. For future IMT systems for 2030 and beyond, availability of spectrum resources that could support broader, contiguous channel bandwidths in this time frame should therefore be explored, as well as a continuous effort to increase spectrum efficiency. 

2.5.1	Spectrum harmonization

As the amount of spectrum required for mobile services increases, it becomes increasingly desirable that existing and newly allocated and identified spectrum is harmonized. The benefits of spectrum harmonization include: facilitating economies of scale, enabling global roaming, reducing equipment design complexity, preserving battery life, improving spectrum efficiency and potentially reducing cross border interference. Typically, a mobile device contains multiple transceiver and antennas and associated radio frequency front-ends to enable operation in multiple bands to facilitate roaming. While mobile devices can benefit from common chipsets, variances in frequency arrangements necessitate different components to accommodate these differences, which leads to higher equipment design complexity.

Therefore, harmonization of spectrum for IMT will lead to commonality of equipment and is desirable for achieving economies of scale and affordability of equipment.

2.5.2	Importance of contiguous and wider spectrum bandwidth

The proliferation of smart devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, big screens, televisions, etc.) and a wide range of applications requiring a large amount of data traffic have accelerated demand for wireless data traffic. Future IMT systems are expected to provide significant improvement to accommodate this rapidly increasing traffic demand. In addition, future IMT systems are expected to provide a range of services including up to multi-gigabitper-second user data rate services. Contiguous, broader and harmonized spectrum from a range of frequency bands, aligned with future technology development, would facilitate achievement of the objectives of future IMT systems, reduction of device complexity, interference avoidance and ecosystem development.

New generations of IMT will continue to expand the use of existing spectrum and may benefit from new spectrum in order to satisfy the increased demands for data rates, new applications and to provide for new capabilities. It is noted that multiple frequency ranges from the low, mid, high and up to the very high frequency bands would be needed. Low bands will continue to be crucial in helping to enable wide coverage and deep indoor coverage. The coverage and capacity balance that is currently enabled by mid bands will become even more important to meet the envisioned increased demand for capacity while maintaining a good coverage. 

Millimetric wave spectrum is being made available for IMT-2020 systems with ITU-R Report ITU-R M.2376 providing information of the technical feasibility of IMT in the bands between 6 GHz and 100 GHz. A further expansion to even higher frequencies for IMT for 2030 and beyond, such as those above 100 GHz, is also foreseen with significant aggregate bandwidth potentially available noting that incumbent users and services need to be considered. Very high bands are an area of ongoing research and development and are expected to enable ultra high data (Tbps) rates for some applications in localised areas, with a new Report ITU-R M.[IMT.Above 100 GHz] providing information on the technical feasibility of IMT in the bands above 100 GHz.    

IMT for 2030 and beyond is envisaged to utilize a wide range of frequency bands ranging from sub-1 GHz to sub-THz bands. 

]

3	Evolution of IMT

[ 

Following the adoption by International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) of the Study Question on the Future Public Land Mobile Telecommunication Systems (FPLMTS) in 1985, it took a total of 15 years for the identification of the radio spectrum in 1992 and development of IMT-2000 specifications (Recommendation ITU-R M.1457) in 2000. After this development, deployment of IMT-2000 systems started. 

Thereafter, in 2000 the ITU started developing the Vision Recommendation (Recommendation ITU‑R M.1645, June 2003) for IMT-Advanced, and it took a total of nine years for the development of IMT-Advanced specifications (Recommendation ITU-R M.2012, January 2012). After this development, deployment of the IMT-Advanced systems started.

From July 2012, the ITU started developing the Vision Recommendation (Recommendation ITUR M.2083, September 2015) on Framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT for 2020 and beyond. Based on this Recommendation, the ITU has released the Recommendation ITU-R M.2150 in the terrestrial radio interface of IMT-2020 in 2021, which took six years after the completion of the Vision Recommendation.

Figure X

Overview of timeline for IMT development and deployment



[Editor’s note: “IMT-2030” in figure above to be revisit at the next stage.]

]

4	Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond

[

[Editor’s note: introductory text/preambles to usage scenarios for further review and discussion at the next meeting.]



The usage scenarios have expanded through IMT technologies from cellular service with voice and data (IMT-2000), through broadband data services for high mobility as well as nomadic/local access (IMT-Advanced) to the three usage scenarios enhanced mobile broadband, ultra-reliable and low latency communications and massive machine type communications (IMT-2020). IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected to expand and support diverse user, application and technology trends as described in § 2, while providing great prospects towards socio-economic digital transformation and well-being. Usage scenarios for IMT 2030 and beyond are envisaged to encompass existing scenarios, while also expand into broader use. 

Usage scenarios for IMT for 2030 and beyond are expected to expand beyond communication   and encompass significant enhancements as well as new innovations and paradigms, such as those related to sensing, intelligent interaction, immersive media experience and multi-sensory communication, for all. The usage scenarios powered by these enhancements and innovations apply across AI enabled Human to Human (H2H), Human to Machine (H2M), and Machine to Machine (M2M) communication. Multi-sensory communication will give an immersive physical experience of the world through interaction in the digital world. A factor which will have high impact is the evolution to having digital representation of everything. Rapid advances in AI and machine learning will provide services, as tools, solutions, and applications, for such cases as communications across autonomous machines.

A broad variety of capabilities are expected to be tightly coupled with the intended usage scenarios and the corresponding use cases for IMT for 2030 and beyond, as outlined in the following section.

[

[Editor’s note: in the following are illustrations from input contributions to be further discussed in next meeting . Contributions are encouraged for a representative figure for usage scenario.]

 [5D/1035 Ericsson] 

Figure 1 

The evolution of usage scenarios from IMT-2020 to IMT for 2030 and beyond.



Six usage scenarios are foreseen, where the first three scenarios are extensions of eMBB, URLLC and mMTC as shown in Figure 1. The latter three expands IMT into new domains. The six scenarios are illustrated together with use case examples in Figure 2, where the inner triangle thus represents the original eMBB, URLLC and mMTC, while the outer hexagon represents the full scope of usage scenarios for IMT for 2030 and beyond. Each usage scenario is related to a set of key capabilities. 



[5D/1233 TSDSI]

[TSDSI] An alternate representation of the usage scenario from IMT-2020 to IMT-2030.



[5D/1333 CHN]

FIGURE XXX

Usage scenarios expansion from IMT-2020 to IMT for 2030 and beyond





[5D/1313 J]

Figure 4.J-1

Conceptual figure of IMT for 2030 and beyond 



Ultra Broadband Communication

This usage scenario extends the eMBB scenario of IMT-2020. Typical applications are such as immersive XR (eXtended Reality) and holographic communications. The scenario will require extremely high data rates, as well as lower latency and larger system capacity. It covers deployments not only for dense urban but also for some rural areas. 

Ubiquitous Sensing

This usage scenario refers to the technologies that integrate sensing with communication systems to realize ubiquitous sensing and receiving of those sensed data. Typical usages are, for example, advanced localization, positioning, posture/gesture recognition, tracking, imaging, and mapping, which could be applied to the use-cases such as automatic construction, warehouse management, and automated driving. This usage scenario facilitates interactions between virtual and physical worlds. 

Mission Critical Communication

This usage scenario applies to the use cases requiring very stringent transmission reliability and latency characteristics by extending uRLLC of IMT-2020. Typical use cases include full automation, remote control, remote operation, robotics collaboration, autonomous driving, remote medical surgery, etc. These use cases are characterized by the situations where failure or unstableness of the communication service could lead to severe consequences for the applications, including safety-related applications. 

Universal Coverage

This scenario intends to provide universal coverage enabling mobile broadband and wide range services everywhere on the ground, including in rural and remote areas as well as in the airspace and over water. Typical use cases are supposed to provide mobile broadband service everywhere people live and to connect promising aerial applications such as UAV and flying cars. This usage scenario requires the interworking between the terrestrial networks and non-terrestrial networks, such as HAPS and satellites. This scenario can also support the rescue and recovery efforts of communication in the event of natural disasters as disaster-resilient infrastructures.

Ultra Massive Connection

This usage scenario extends the scenario of mMTC of IMT-2020. Typical applications include reading dispersed meters, monitoring environmental conditions, and also the applications connecting massive amount of wearable devices, electronic devices or sensors with sporadic traffic in daily life. This usage scenario may also include supporting the massive simultaneous connectivity.

Intelligent Connection

This usage scenario is characterized by incorporating AI-Native functions into IMT towards 2030 and beyond networks and supports AI-powered applications in conjunction with the in-device and in-network AI capabilities. It will leverage local computing offload, distributed learning/inference, and training of AI models, which are performed jointly with a large number of intelligent agents in the network. Typical applications are such as training and inference for collaborative robots, distributed learning and inference for automated driving, and autonomous collaboration between devices with zero-touch capabilities. Another important aspect of this usage scenario is to use AI/ML tools to optimize IMT towards 2030 and beyond  systems in all network layers to improve the performance and efficiency on air-interface and network itself.



[5D/775 SparkNZ]

Figure 1

A vision for IMT 2030 systems and its underlying use cases [ 4]



[Editor’s note: The following groups the figures and other overviews given after description of the usage scenarios in the contributions.]

[5D/783 KOR]

Figure 1 illustrates some examples of envisioned usage scenarios for IMT for 2030 and beyond.

Figure 1

Examples of usage scenarios for IMT for 2030 and beyond

		

		



		

		





[Korea’ note: Considering it is an initial phase of discussion, the Republic of Korea also provides other possible example cases as follows. Figure 2 illustrates the case where there are only improved and advanced usage scenarios (all connected with verticals). Meanwhile, Figure 3 illustrates the case where AI is considered as one of the newly defined usage scenarios.]

		Figure 2

Improved and advanced usage scenario only

		Figure 3

Improved and advanced usage scenario with newly defined usage scenarios such as AI



		

		







[5D/822 WWRF]

[Figure proposed by WWRF]

Figure x-y

Usage scenarios evolution from IMT 2020 to IMT 2030: 4 new usage scenarios envisioned, namely Global Connectivity, Immersive Connectivity, Intelligent Connectivity and Internet of Senses





[5D/1035 Ericsson] 

Figure 2 

Six usage scenarios for IMT for 2030 and beyond, extending and expanding those of IMT-2020.





[5D/1209 KOR]

Figure X illustrates usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond with example use cases and the overarching pillars.

Figure X

Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond with use cases and overarching pillars





[5D/1232 Qualcomm]

[Qualcomm note: the following figure is proposed, showing two alternatives, to be added in the section 4 appropriately.]

Alternative 1

Figure x

 Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond 



Alternative 2

Figure x

Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond 







[5D/1329 IND]





[5D/1333 CHN]

FIGURE XXX

Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond



[Editor’s note: Following working title for each usage scenario and description was developed at WP 5D 41. And further discussion and update will be conducted at the next meeting based on input and discussion.]

Usage scenario– Immersive / MBB or Immersive Multimedia and Multi-Sensory Communication

[Editor’s note: This is a working title for usage scenario A.]


[Editor’s note: This scenario describes the evolution of MBB, it should also contain “native voice” as a feature to be included in the description and not in the title.]

[Editor’s note: Consider using Report ITU-R BT.2420-4 on “Collection of usage scenarios of advanced immersive sensory media systems” to see the structure.]  

This usage scenario extends eMBB of IMT-2020 and covers the future of intense human and machine interaction. Typical applications are such as immersive XR (eXtended Reality) and holographic communications, remote multi-sensory telepresence, industrial robot tactile feedback and control. Stand-alone support of voice services is an integral part of immersive communications.

New communication devices, such as smart glasses, will gradually change the traditional eMBB ways of information acquisition and interaction. With a very high sampling density of environment data, dependable computing at a network will be used in order to offload computationally complex processing and rendering or to access rendered images remotely in real-time.

The scenario will require come with extremely high data rates, as well as lower latency and larger system capacity. It covers all types of deployments not only for dense urban but also for some rural areas from dense urban hotspot to rural.



Usage scenario: Extreme [Critical] Communications

[Editor’s note: This is a working title for usage scenario B.]

  This usage scenario applies to use cases requiring typically have very stringent transmission reliability, latency characteristics and availability requirements, by aextending uRLLC of s extreme uRLLC (time-sensitive, trust, etc.) beyond IMT-2020. It is also applicable to services beyond that of connectivity, e.g., dependable compute, accurate positioning, or characterization of connected or unconnected objects, data distribution, AI native RAN design, and other network platform functionality, with requirements for other characteristics such as data rate, latency, sensitivity to jitter, power constraints, device connection density etc. vary depending on the use case under consideration. Limiting or at least offering a predictability of performance variance can for some applications be vital to this usage scenario. 

[Editor’s note: the capability description should be aligned with section 5 of capabilities of IMT-2030]

The typical use cases include full automation, remote control, remote operation, robotics collaboration, autonomous driving, remote medical surgery, etc. Smart Industry which will extend to its whole working domains as well as to new applications such as automation & control, autonomous & tele-operation, interaction & collaboration, digital representation, robotics collaboration, drone swarm, diverse human machine real-time interaction, autonomous driving in ITS, smart energy, smart household, personalized “digital human” of precision medicine, remote medical surgery, in-body distributed sensing and communication networks, etc. This set of use cases is characterized by the situations where failure or unstableness of the communication service could lead to severe consequences for the applications can have disastrous or even life-threatening consequences for (safety) critical services, including safety-related applications. 



Usage scenario: Massive Connectivity / Ubiquitous MTC/ Ultra massive connectivity

[Editor’s note: This is a working title for usage scenario C.]

[Editor’s note: A description for this usage scenario is still to be developed based on input contributions.]

[5D/1288 Nokia]

Ubiquitous Massive MTC 

This usage scenario extends the capabilities of IMT-2020 connectivity to cater for new market segments. The focus is on use cases which require connectivity for IoT and mobile broadband, including extended battery life, extended coverage, and low cost. There are several use cases where sustainable sensor devices and extremely long operation times are desired in a wider-area context. For inspection of tailings dams, bridges, or tunnels, as an example.



[5D/1296 Ericsson]

Omni-Present IoT

Omni-Present IoT: Future needs in for example manufacturing, smart cities/digital twins, transportation, materials and goods tracking, or environmental monitoring involve a large number of sensors, where not only the number will be high, but also the geographical distribution. This will put high requirement on coverage. Also, different types of devices (sensors or actuators) will have vastly different requirements, where some will harvest energy and depend on low-energy protocols, whereas others will require higher data rates. In remote areas, devices that are truly maintenance-free need to be supported.

Key capabilities for the Omnipresent IoT usage scenario are coverage and support for a wide variety of devices (device diversity).



[5D/1321 GSA]

Title：

•	Alt1: indicate characteristics of the service, e.g. Omnipresent IoT

•	Alt2: link to well-known 5G scenario, i.e. [adjective] MTC, e.g. hMTC, Further Enhanced mMTC



extending massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC). This usage scenario requires an extremely massive number of simultaneous connections per area. In addition, the capabilities such as optimization of the end to end energy consumption, high accuracy positioning, highly-reliable, low-latency, and low to high data rate are desired. The capabilities of this Usage Scenarios are envisaged to serve the user and application trends in section 2.1 including but not limited to “2.1.4 Digital twin and extended world”, “2.1.5 Smart city, Global inclusion, and seamless coverage”, “2.1.8 Pervasive IoT” etc.



[5D/1329 IND]

[India note: This scenario will define the evolution of mMTC and be termed as Superlative MTC (SMTC)]



[5D/1333 CHN]

[Note: The following contents are from APPENDIX 4 [5D/1058 China]]

Ubiquitous Massive Connection

The continuous evolution of massive machine type communication (mMTC) for all types of sensors deployed in smart city, smart life, smart transportation, smart manufacturing, and smart agriculture, typical applications include remote meter reading, environmental monitoring, intelligent light pole interconnection, as well as digital twin applications such as wearable devices, electronic devices or sensors in daily life, and digital twin city, which require massive data collection, high-precision images construction, high-definition video monitoring

This scenario is characterized by the massive number of lightly connected devices or sensors with sporadic traffic. The required data rate could range from low to high, increased compared with supported low data rate in IMT-2020. The inter-packet arrivals may also have a large dynamic range from once per days to once per a few milliseconds. The lifetime of the sensors continuous to be a key requirement but it may differ greatly depending on their capabilities of energy harvesting. Meanwhile, the capabilities such as high accuracy positioning, highly-reliable and low-latency may need to be supported.

[new text proposal from Japan]

This usage scenario extends the scenario of mMTC of IMT-2020. Typical applications include reading dispersed meters, monitoring environmental conditions, and also the applications connecting massive amount of wearable devices, electronic devices or sensors with sporadic traffic in daily life. This usage scenario may also include supporting the massive simultaneous connectivity.



Usage scenario: Global mobile connectivity

[[Editor’s note: This is a working title for usage scenario D.]



[Editor’s note: input contributions to be analysed and the description of this Scenario need to be developed. In case of overlapping this usage scenario with Scenario A, suggestion of merging them, if appropriate.]

[Editor’s note: In this Scenario, diverge views on the need to have this  Scenario as it may overlaps with Usage scenario “Immersive /MBB”. Further discussion is required by next meeting].

[Editor’s note: This Scenario describes the usage and global coverage and sustainability. The Scenario should be self-contained without reference to implementation or deployment aspects].

[5D/1170 NGA] Coverage and Sustainability:  One important aspect to be addressed in providing good coverage for all is affordability. Affordability acts as a catalyst for providing digital equity, which can be provided by the satisfaction of three conditions: financial accessibility, physical accessibility, and geographic availability of network services. Future IMT must address efficiencies in all aspects of the network architecture, including devices, wireless access, cell-site backhaul, overall distribution, and energy consumption.  Along with the technical challenges of improving coverage, e.g., in indoor spaces or in rural areas, affordability must be improved for delivering services in a variety of environments, including urban, rural, and suburban, while also supporting increased data speed and the services that are expected for future networks. Furthermore, these goals need to be achieved considering constraints such as energy efficiency and use of materials in order to meet the sustainability goals for 6G.



[5D/1232 Qualcomm]

[Qualcomm note: Sustainability needs to be considered and treated either as a dependent usage scenario, or a native and overarching capability. Further, we would like to propose that a native and overarching capability is a better way to reflect the IMT-2030 technologies sustainability imperatives] 

Sustainability Imperatives

Sustainability is one of the key imperatives for administrations and to the telecommunication industry, to support ecological, human, economic and societal needs. IMT-2030 system design needs to be ‘green’ from the very beginning and consider sustainable environmental aspects. Every usage scenario needs to therefore consider the sustainability imperatives to increase energy efficiency and reduce energy consumption of Green House Gases (GHG), especially CO2 which are well-known to be harmful to the planet. Besides the environmental impact, the United Nations (UN) sustainability[footnoteRef:1] goals also consider reducing the digital divide and realizing digital equality.  [1: 	Sustainable Development Goals | United Nations.] 


The system needs to be energy efficient to reduce GHG emissions and guide the better use and re-use of raw and rare material by means of circular economic principles. Sustainability is therefore an overarching native goal or imperative, built into the system design and applicable to all the usage scenarios to be considered in the development of IMT for 2030 and beyond. The telecommunication industry has a significant part to play in this realization and can impact the coverage and availability aspects of IMT-2030 technologies.



[5D/1288 Nokia]

Mobile Connectivity for All

The development of the future networks and system heralds’ applications that go far beyond the user and vertical centric applications of current and former network systems. To address the growing societal concerns, future IMT system should provide affordable connectivity and enhanced coverage to help reduce the digital divide. IMT-2030 networks will not only refine the way we live and work, but they must also directly impact how we care for the planet. This usage scenario requires improving the overall energy efficiency of the network, while allowing many more devices to connect to it than is possible today. In turn, applications across a broader range of domains will be able to operate more efficiently, thanks to seamless IMT-2030 connectivity. 



[5D/1296 Ericsson]

Global broadband

Global broadband is about offering basic/fundamental broadband services all over the globe. The services could range from low-rate services like supporting emergency calls or navigation guidance, to moderate rate services like basic video conferences for virtual doctors’ appointments or education. The latter would require data rates in the order of Mbps in both downlink and uplink, together with delays in the order of a couple of 10s of ms. For the moderate rate services, coverage outdoors and the use of antennas larger than typical is of high importance to make the use case feasible.

Coverage is a key capability, while moderate user experienced data rate and latency requirements, should be supported.



[5D/1321 GSA]

Title: Mobile broadband for all



expands the scope of IMT services to cover all footprints of humanity to provide a range of broadband services, from IoT coverage globally, basic MBB everywhere people live, to high-grade MBB in local hot spots outside urban areas. This usage scenario requires interworking between different IMT components. The capabilities of this Usage Scenarios are envisaged to serve the user and application trends in section 2.1 including but not limited to “2.1.5 Smart city, Global inclusion, and seamless coverage”, “2.1.10 Trustworthiness-related use cases”, “2.1.11 Sustainable and Ultra-wide Coverage Communications” etc.



[5D/1329 IND]

[India note: Sustainability is better suited for definition as a Capability, applicable for all the scenarios, and not as a Scenario on its own. IMT-2030 technologies should enable Sustainability by design] 

[5D/1333 CHN]

Super Mobile Broadband

The Super Mobile Broadband (SMBB), continuous evolution and extension of enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), will come with new applications areas and requirements in entertainment, education, manufacturing and navigation, transforming the way people live, learn, work, and travel. This usage scenario covers a range of cases, including hotspot, dense urban, rural and full-dimensional coverage, which have various increasing or new requirements compared with the existing mobile broadband scenarios. 

For the hotspot case, particularly, human-centric communication such as immersive XR, synaesthesia interconnection, ultimate immersive holographic communications, and remote telepresence, as well as machine-centric communication such as video inspection and control and industrial robot tactile feedback will come with much higher requirement in peak data rate, user experienced data rate and large system capacity in terms of throughput and number of access. Also it is expected to provide the experience of gradually reduced latency and high stability. For the full-dimensional coverage case, i.e. in ground, aerial, space, ocean and remote land areas, and etc. with extra-large coverage radius, it is necessary to improve coverage capability with high mobility, seamless connection and high-quality user experience. 

Furthermore, the capabilities to provide higher spectrum efficiency and consistent service experiences are required to leverage the balance between higher data rate and increased mobility in various scenarios. In particular, for some extreme services, e.g. mobile HD video live broadcasting, trips on aeroplanes, ships or high-speed rail, the ultra-high mobility is desired, with much improved user experience.

[new text proposal from Japan]

This scenario intends to provide universal coverage enabling mobile broadband and wide range services everywhere on the ground, including in rural and remote areas as well as in the airspace and over water. Typical use cases are supposed to provide mobile broadband service everywhere people live and to connect promising aerial applications such as UAV and flying cars. This usage scenario requires the interworking between the terrestrial networks and non-terrestrial networks, such as HAPS and satellites. This scenario can also support the rescue and recovery efforts of communication in the event of natural disasters as disaster-resilient infrastructures.



[Usage scenario: Network for AI or AI for communication]

[[Editor’s note: This is a working title for usage scenario E.]

[Editor’s note: In this Scenario E, clarification is needed on what this Scenario E could offer and the difference from all Usage Scenarios.]

[Editor’s note: In this Scenario E, diverge views on the need to have Scenario that  it represents over-arches enabler for all Usage Scenarios. Other views believe that this Scenario needs to be retained as it describes new cases beyond communication services provided by wireless networks. Further discussion is required by next meeting].



[Editor’s note: In the following is proposed description for this usage scenario to be further discussed in upcoming WP5D meeting #42.]

[Network for AI are new beyond-communication services provided by future IMT network to support AI-powered applications in conjunction with the in-devices AI capabilities. It is characterized by incorporation of AI-Native functionality into future IMT networks and applications that will leverage local compute offload, distributed/cooperative inference and training of AI models using the nodes and infrastructure of the network.

This usage scenario would facilitate complicated AI training and inference tasks to be performed jointly with a large number of intelligent agents in the network. Typical applications range from training and inference for image recognition, creation and prediction with digital twins, collaborative robots/cobots for complicated tasks, improve autonomy of each device and universal support connection/operation, as well as intelligent interaction to quickly transfer knowledge and accumulate skills for human and machines etc. 

Besides communication aspect, this usage scenario would demand a set of new capabilities related to the AI and computing. A network supporting AI will have high requirements on area capacity and user experienced data rates as for eMBB, but will also require low latency and high reliability, depending on the type of AI application to be supported. AI will also require dependable compute, distributed learning and inferring function, versatility and availability. In addition, native trustworthiness in terms of security, local data privacy and AI explainability is important for this usage scenario.

Another aspect of this usage scenario is using AI/ML tools to optimize next generation systems in all network layers to improve performance and efficiency. Potential use cases include reducing the complexity of existing optimal solutions, improving performance of algorithms without optimal solutions, and finding completely new ways of tackling problems which cannot be analytically modelled. From the perspective of network layers, AI/ML applications can be found at all layers of communication systems (e.g., PHY, MAC, radio resource management (RRM), network operation and management layers).]



[5D/1232 Qualcomm]

[Qualcomm note: AI needs to be considered and treated as a native and overarching capability rather than usage scenario.]



[5D/1288 Nokia]

[Editor’s note: While IMT-2030 can be built from the ground up around AI/ML and that AI/ML tools can be used to optimized and even simplify network functionalities and all layers of the protocol stack; further discussion is needed to define whether this represents a new usage scenario entailing additional capabilities.]



[5D/1329 IND]

[India note: Artificial Intelligence is a Native behavior, better understood as a Capability, applicable for all the scenarios, and not as a Scenario on its own. IMT-2030 technologies should enable Artificial Intelligence by design]

[new text proposal from Japan]

This usage scenario is characterized by incorporating AI-Native functions into IMT towards 2030 and beyond networks and supports AI-powered applications in conjunction with the in-device and in-network AI capabilities. It will leverage local computing offload, distributed learning/inference, and training of AI models, which are performed jointly with a large number of intelligent agents in the network. Typical applications are such as training and inference for collaborative robots, distributed learning and inference for automated driving, and autonomous collaboration between devices with zero-touch capabilities. Another important aspect of this usage scenario is to use AI/ML tools to optimize IMT towards 2030 and beyond systems in all network layers to improve the performance and efficiency on air-interface and network itself.



Usage scenario: Integrated Communication & Sensing

[Editor’s note: This is a working title for usage scenario F.]

[Editor’s note: some inputs are related to the sensing applications, use cases, key capabilities to support sensing applications, while other inputs are related to the sensing capabilities to enhance the communication performance.]



Integrated Communication & Sensing refers to the technologies that combine integrate Sensing and with Communication Systems to utilize wireless communication systems more effectively and realize wide area  multi-dimensional  sensing and, provideing beyond-communication applications. Typical usages are, for example, to offer advanced localization, positioning, posture/gesture recognition , tracking, imaging, and mapping, which could be applied to the use-cases such as automatic construction, warehouse management, and automated driving. Future wireless systems will reuse and extend existing hardware, technologies and resources used for data communication to enable wireless sensing applications. Integration of sensors for digitization and programmability of the physical world provides real time interaction between virtual and physical entities. ‘Sixth sense’ communications/ Internet of senses takes on a heightened importance with new and promising commercial and industrial domains. These include the aspects of smart home, factory, cities, and highways. Sensing of the environment is also important for interactive gaming, Monitoring and action / gesture recognition, automotive safety, smart home, healthcare, industrial automation, and RF surveillance applications. This usage scenario facilitates interactions between virtual and physical worlds. It adds new performance dimensions to the IMT such as 

[Editor’s note: The capability description should be aligned with section 5 of capabilities of IMT-20300]

detection probability, Extreme/Ultra high sensing resolution and accuracy in range, precision, velocity, angles, high-precision positioning, and confidence level, the requirements of which varies from applications to applications. 

]

5	Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond

[

[Editor’s note: Introductory of section 5 will be discussed at the next meeting.]



[5D/614 KOR] [Editor’s note: Introductory texts are needed.]

[5D/675 Ericsson] [Editor’s note: Capabilities for “IMT-2030” will consist of many key capabilities that are carried forward from previous generations, including the Key Performance Indicators of radio network performance and efficiency.  Some of these may remain and some may be stretched to higher performance. In addition, new capabilities will be needed which may encompass additional “dimensions” and goals for IMT to support the expanded usage scenarios. Additional capabilities are needed to address for example sensing, extreme devices, security and privacy, trust,, and also service availability and versatility.]

[5D/932 Korea]

[Korea’s note: Following texts are based on Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 and proposed for an initial discussion. It could be improved based on further inputs and discussion.] 

IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected to provide new or far more enhanced capabilities than those described in Recommendation ITU-R M.2083. 

A broad variety of capabilities, tightly coupled with intended usage scenarios grouped from use cases and described in section 4 are envisioned. Different usage scenarios along with the current and future trends will result in a great diversity/variety of requirements. The key design principles are flexibility and diversity to serve many different use cases and usage scenarios, for which the capabilities of IMT-2030, described in the following paragraphs, will have different relevance and applicability. In addition, the constraints on network energy consumption and the spectrum resource will need to be considered. 

[5D/1035 Ericsson] + [5D/1296 Ericsson]

The capabilities needed to support the usage scenarios for IMT for 2030 and beyond can be seen as an expansion of the ones for IMT-2020. There will be the “classical” capabilities which were used to define IMT-2020, but in addition new ones to support the extended and expanded usage scenarios. This is illustrated in igure 3.

The description below gives a set of IMT-2030 capabilities, sometimes accompanied by example quantified targets (note that these are still examples of targets rather than target proposals). In addition to the example targets, an assessment of how the targets could be reached is included in some cases. This is to judge the feasibility of reaching the targets and prepare for what could be needed in terms of technology components.

Significant improvements in spectral efficiency, area capacity, and user experienced data rates are possible. These are partly supported by technology components such as larger antennas, shorter transmission cycles, wider bandwidth, and densification. Note that mainly conventional, well-established, technology components are assumed. New components may appear, and if so complement the need for other components.



[5D/1058 China]

IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected to provide far more enhanced capabilities in the existing KPI dimensions than those described in Recommendation ITU-R M.2083. Meanwhile, new dimensions of capabilities beyond connectivity performance such as integrated sensing, native intelligence, native trustworthiness are also expected as discussed from the trend and usage scenarios in § 2 and § 4. 

Different aspects of the broad variety of capabilities will have different relevance and applicability in different intended usage scenarios. The key design principles include supremacy, efficiency, flexibility, trust, native intelligence and automation, and sustainability to serve diversified use cases in a future of connected intelligence.

The overall capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond include those with quantitative indicators and those with functional indicators only, as recommended in § 5.1 and § 5.2, respectively.



[5D/1170 NGA]

[NGA’s note: NGA proposes a categorization of capabilities and proposes the capability definitions below]

[NGA] The capabilities needed to support the usage scenarios for IMT for 2030 and Beyond can be categorized in the following manner. Under each of these categories one or more key capabilities are defined which will lead to performance and feature requirements. 

•	Performance

•	Localization and Sensing

•	Connectivity

•	Services

•	Terminal / Device



[5D/1209 KOR]

The following parameters are considered to be capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond, which are further categorized into quantitative capabilities and qualitative capabilities.



[5D/1232 Qualcomm]

[Qualcomm note: the following paragraph is proposed to be added as the first paragraph in the section 5] 

IMT for 2030 and beyond is expected to reuse the existing IMT-2020 capabilities whenever possible, with enhanced requirements and KPI values. New capabilities are introduced as needed when the existing IMT-2020 capabilities are insufficient to support usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond. The overall capabilities need to provide the flexibility of IMT-2030 system design and optimization. The capabilities considered for IMT-2030, to the extent possible need to be quantitative in nature.

[Qualcomm note: the following sentences are proposed to be added in the section 5 appropriately]

Sustainability is a native capability built into the system design of IMT for 2030 and beyond in order to support ecological, human, and economic health and vitality.

AI is a native capability to enhance the performance and reduce the complexity and cost as a distinguished technology enabler.

Sensing is a native capability built into the system design of IMT for 2030 and beyond as it is also applicable to all the usage scenarios as a technology enabler.



[5D/1288 Nokia]

[Editor’s note: it is proposed that  this text to be added in section 5  introductory  part , we believe  that new capabilities complement the existing ones to cover dimensions beyond traditional communication services]

IMT-2030 will build on the well-established IMT-2020 capabilities. Traditional performance metrics such as experienced (peak) user data rates, end-to-end packet latencies and reliability will be part of the future of connectivity. However, additional capabilities that reflect the broader goals of society and multiple stakeholders, including operators, webscalers, enterprises, neutral hosts and industry will emerge. Multiple key requirements must be reconciled to serve the massively growing traffic and the exploding numbers of devices and markets both in current deployment areas and for the currently underserved. At same time there is the need to accomplish the highest possible standards regarding sustainable energy and resource efficiency, low latency, strong security, and efficiency in deployment (coverage) and operation, for enabling sustainable growth with trustworthy systems. In sum, sustainability, trustworthiness, and digital inclusion will become as important as traditional metrics. All stakeholders will need to focus on minimizing or offsetting their CO2 emissions. Security by design principles shall be an integral part of IMT-2030 to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability of bio-cyber-physical assets. New usage scenarios beyond communication services will also shape IMT-2030, expanding and transforming what networks can do. The ambitious vision translates into more demanding radio performance requirements that may not need to be achieved concurrently as those are usage-scenario and deployment-option dependent, for example: a network specialized for immersive experiences or one optimized for industrial services such as fast robotic motion control.  



[5D/1313 J]

Consideration of Target Key Performance Indicators for IMT for 2030 and beyond

The consideration of the key features of IMT for 2030 and beyond is consistent with the results of communication traffic trends investigation and the market expectations, which are indicated in the White Paper. To address these key features, Target Key Performance Indicators (Target KPIs) for IMT for 2030 and beyond have been derived as shown in Table 5.J-2 and Table 5.J-3.

It should be noted that each target KPI is applicable to a specific part of IMT for 2030 and beyond communication systems. For instance, the minimum transmission delay will be defined as one-way user data transfer time between an application layer of a user equipment and corresponding peer application layer located at an edge node that gives the shortest transfer path (See Figure 5.J-1). 

Accurate definitions of each target KPI shall be further investigated and defined. Some of the target KPIs may need further refinement or tuning to provide the necessary and sufficient functionality and performance to serve the market requirements, which are addressed in section 5.1 of the white paper mentioned above, and also to take the technology trends and feasibility into consideration.

Figure 5.J-1

Applicable parts of the target KPIs





[5D/1329 IND]

[India note: In order to assess quantitatively the AI/ML and Sustainability performance, new quantitative measures called AI Score and Sustainability Score are proposed to be included. 5D needs to recognize that AI and Sustainability as scenarios impact the performance of other scenarios 5D will define for IMT-2030, and therefore it needs a special treatment. 

–	A score defined for learning based techniques in communication will assess how different learning tools working in combination impacts the IMT system performance

–	A score defined for sustainability techniques in communication will assess how different sustainability tools working in combination impacts the IMT system performance.]

–	AI Score: The AI score characterizes the behaviour of the IMT system w.r.t parameters including robustness, resilience, calibration, confidence, fairness, etc. The IMT system should achieve above a certain score, when operated under specified test conditions.

–	Sustainability Score: The Sustainability score characterizes the behaviour of the IMT system w.r.t parameters including adaptability and capacity to deliver long term environmental quality.



[5D/1333 CHN]

[Note: China’s proposal in the below table is to prioritize the selected capabilities in VISION. Other capabilities can also be further discussed.]



[Editor's note: Based on the progress at WP5D #41, following clean version of consolidated capability summary was developed. And the other embedded file below containing track changes is only for information. For input contribution for WP 5D #42, it is recommended to use the clean version below.]

[Editor’s note: This summary is to assist the discussion during the drafting work for section 5(Capabilities). The final format of capabilities in Vision section 5 (Capabilities) will be described in text.]







			



[Japan’s note: Following proposed modification, 9) and 13), are corresponding to the description in the above embedded document of “capabilities (5D#41)- clean] 



9)  [Coverage]

[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below. Divergent views during the meeting on whether to include this item.]

· The target of coverage is to provide global and flexible coverage by use of various IMT components, such as terminals, base stations, and also including the interworking with NTN. 

· Coverage is about supporting an adequate quality (e.g. in data rate, delay and reliability) at a certain user position, even under the unfavourable conditions (e.g. large propagation delay, high doppler shift, moving cell). 

· [Coverage is about supporting a certain quality, e.g. data rate, delay, and reliability, at a certain user position. The user position can e.g. be specified as location in a given network, a distance from a base station, a percentile in a distribution over users, or a radio link quality (e.g. a certain path loss). ]

· [The target of coverage is to provide [global/]seamless coverage with a certain quality requirement.]





13) [Availability/scalability]

[DG editor’s note: this item may be considered to be merged with trustworthiness.]
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		[5D/1313 J]

Scalability

		–	Seamless connections with satellites and HAPS, make terminals, windows, and other devices utilized as base stations, and communication at everywhere through coordination of every device

–	Open interfaces (Network API, application API)

		

		

		[5D/1313 J: Qualitative indicator]















[Editor’s note: Following diagrams are proposed from members as of WP 5D #41. It will be discussed at next meeting(s).]

[5D/775 SparkNZ]

Figure 1

A vision for IMT 2030 systems and its underlying use cases [ 4]





[5D/1035 Ericsson]+[5D/1296 Ericsson]

igure 3 

Capabilities of IMT beyond 2020, with an inner circle of classical capabilities and an outer circle of new capabilities.







[5D/1028 One6G Association]

Requirements for 6G wireless technology



[5D/1209 KOR]

The capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond are shown in Figure Y, compared with those of IMT2020. The values in the Figure Y are targets for research and investigation for IMT for 2030 and beyond and may be further developed in other ITU-R Recommendations, and may be revised in the light of future studies.

Figure Y

 Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond



]

6	Additional framework and objectives

6.1	Relationships

[Editor’s note: Section 6.1 describes relationships between IMT-[2030] and existing IMTs/other systems] 

[Editor’s note: To clarify “Relationships” and more additional explanatory description such as positioning and mapping at future meeting.]

6.2	Timelines

[Editor’s note: Following texts based on Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 are proposed for discussion. It could be improved based on further inputs and discussion.] 

[ 

In planning for the development of IMT-[2030] as well as future enhancement of the existing IMTs, it is important to consider the timelines associated with their realization, which depend on a number of factors:

–	user trends, requirements and user demand;

–	technical capabilities and technology development;

–	standards development and their enhancement;

–	spectrum matters;

–	regulatory considerations;

–	system deployment.

All of these factors are interrelated. The first five have been and will continue to be addressed within ITU. System development and deployment relates to the practical aspects of deploying new networks, taking into account the need to minimize additional infrastructure investment and to allow time for customer adoption of the services of a new system. ITU will complete its work for standardization of IMT-[2030] no later than the year 2030 to support IMT-[2030] deployment by ITU members expected from the year 2030 onwards.

The timelines associated with these different factors are depicted in Fig. A. When discussing the phases and timelines for IMT-[2030], it is important to specify the time at which the standards are completed, when spectrum would be available, and when deployment may start.

[Editor’s note: Timelines related to standardizations “New elements to offer capabilities of IMT[2030]” in figure would reflect outcome from AH-Workplan.]

Figure A-1

Phase and expected timelines for IMT-[2030]



[Figure A-2 proposed from CHN]

Figure A-2

Phase and expected timelines for IMT-[2030]



[5D/614 KOR]

6.2.1	Medium term

In the medium-term (up to about the year 2030) it is envisaged that the future development of IMT2000, IMT-Advanced and IMT-2020 will progress with the ongoing enhancement of the capabilities of the initial deployments, as demanded by the marketplace in addressing user needs and allowed by the status of technical developments. This phase will be led by the growth in traffic and the emerging new use cases within the existing IMT spectrum, and the development of IMT2000, IMT-Advanced and IMT-2020 during this time will be distinguished by incremental or evolutionary changes to the existing IMT2000, IMTAdvanced and IMT-2020 radio interface specifications (i.e. Recommendations ITU-R M.1457 for IMT-2000, ITUR M.2012 for IMTAdvanced and ITU-R M.2150 for IMT-2020, respectively). 

It is envisaged that the bands identified by WRCs will be made available for IMT within this timeframe subject to user demand and other consideration.

6.2.2	Long term

The long term (beginning around the year 2030) is associated with the potential introduction of IMT[2030] which could be deployed around the year 2030 in some countries. It is envisaged that IMT[2030] will add enhanced capabilities described in § 5, and they may need additional frequency bands in which to operate.

6.3	Focus areas for further study

[5D/1333 CHN]

The research forums and other external organizations wishing to contribute to the future development of “IMT-[2030]” are encouraged to focus especially in the following key areas:

a)	radio interface(s) and their interoperability;

b)	access network related issues;

c)	spectrum related issues;

d)	traffic characteristics.

]

[Editor’s note: The use of the term “IMT-[2030]” above is a placeholder terminology and the specific nomenclature to be adopted for the future development of IMT is expected to be finalized at the RA23.]

[Editor’s note: Appendices 1 to 4 are retained in Attachment 3.8 to Document 5D/1078.]
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Summary of Capabilities from input contributions


Source: [5D/614 KOR] [5D/631 T-Mobile] [5D/638 IAFI] [5D/771 IOWN GF] [5D/775 SparkNZ] [5D/783 KOR] [5D/822 WWRF] [5D/867 CHN] [5D/919 IOWN GF] [5D/924 HAPS Alliance] [5D/932 Korea] [5D/1028 One6G Association] [5D/1035 Ericsson] [5D/1058 China] [5D/1168 IOWN], [5D/1170 NGA], [5D/1174 One6G],[5D/ 1209 KOR], [5D/1225 HAPS], [5D/1232 Qualcomm], [5D/1233 TSDSI], [5D/1288 Nokia], [5D/1296 Ericsson], [5D/1313 J], [5D/1329 IND], [5D/1333 CHN], [5D/1353  5G-ACIA]


[DG editor’s note: the following texts/tables provides a summary of capabilities during 41st meeting discussion.]


[DG editor’s note: Need to check the expression on unit terms to make sure they are in line with ITU document. For example, ITU uses the terms “bit/s” and “ms” instead of “bps” and “msec” respectively.]





1) Peak data rate:


· Maximum achievable data rate under ideal conditions per user/device [(in Gbit/s)/ (in Tbit/s)].


· [Catering to holographic communication, VR/AR, tactile internet applications and extremely high rate information showers, the target of peak data rate could be [100 Gbit/s or 1 Tbit/s].]


2) User experienced data rate





· Achievable data rate that is available ubiquitously[footnoteRef:1] across the coverage area to a mobile user/device [(in Gbit/s)]. [1:  	The term “ubiquitous” is related to the considered target coverage area and is not intended to relate to an entire region or country.] 



· The target of user experienced data rate could be [at least 1 Gbps]. 





3) Spectrum efficiency


· Average spectrum efficiency refers to average data throughput per unit of spectrum resource and per cell  (bit/s/Hz) [footnoteRef:2] [2:  	The radio coverage area over which a mobile terminal can maintain a connection with one or more units of radio equipment located within that area. For an individual base station, this is the radio coverage area of the base station or of a subsystem (e.g. sector antenna).] 



· The target of spectrum efficiency could be [N× that of IMT-2020(N equals to or greater than 1)].





4) Area traffic capacity


· Total traffic throughput served per geographic area in [Mbit/s/m2]/ [Gbit/s/m2 ] .


· The target of area traffic capacity could be [100 times of IMT-2020 case]/ [100~10000 Mbit/s/m2].


5) Connection Density


· Total number of connected and/or accessible devices per unit area (per km2).


· The target of connection density could be [106 - 107]/ [107]/ [107-108] devices/km2. 


6) Mobility


· Maximum speed, at which a defined QoS and seamless transfer between radio nodes which may belong to different layers and/or radio access technologies (multi-layer/-RAT) can be achieved (in km/h).


· In order to handling multiple moving platforms, e.g., commercial aeroplanes, the research of mobility could be 1000km/h.





7) Latency


· Latency over the air interface refers to the contribution by the radio network to the time from when the source sends a packet to when the destination receives it (in ms). [It is also noted that for IMT for 2030 and beyond, E2E packet latency[footnoteRef:3] may be also considered.][DG editor’s note: Maybe describe jitter together with E2E latency] [3:  E2E packet latency: The time taken for a piece of data to be transmitted end-to-end across a network between a source and a destination endpoint (e.g., between a web client and server).] 



· The research of latency (over the air interface) could be [0.1]/[0.1~1]/[0.02~1]ms.





8) Reliability


· Reliability [over the air interface] relates to the capability of transmitting a given amount of traffic within a predetermined time duration with high success probability. [It is also noted that for IMT for 2030 and beyond, E2E Packet Reliability[footnoteRef:4] may be also considered.] [4:  E2E packet reliability: The loss rate of packets transmitted end-to-end across a network in DL/UL direction (e.g., from a web server to a client).] 



· The target of reliability (over the air interface) could be [10-6 -10-7 (RAN) depending on the use cases]/[ 1-10-7]/[ 1-10-7 to 1-10-9].


 9) [Coverage]


[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below. Divergent views during the meeting on whether to include this item.]


· [Coverage is about supporting a certain quality, e.g. data rate, delay, and reliability, at a certain user position. The user position can e.g. be specified as location in a given network, a distance from a base station, a percentile in a distribution over users, or a radio link quality (e.g. a certain path loss). ]


· [The target of coverage is to provide [global/]seamless coverage with a certain quality requirement.]


10) Positioning


· Positioning is about the possibility to determine the position of connected devices in a physical space and to do that with a certain frequency and at a certain spatial accuracy. The position could either use the earth as a reference system or alternatively, also other reference systems, such as other devices that themselves may be mobile. In the latter case, it is often referred to as ranging. Positioning accuracy can be further derived into a horizontal position accuracy—referring to the position error in a 2D reference or horizontal plane, and into a vertical position accuracy—referring to the position error on the vertical axis or altitude.


· Positioning accuracy: difference between the calculated horizontal /vertical position and the actual horizontal /vertical position of a UE.


· The accuracy needs to be [cm-level] .


11) Sensing[-related] capabilities


· Sensing is about offering the possibility to characterize environments and position connected as well as unconnected objects in a physical space and to do that with a certain frequency and at a certain spatial accuracy. The integration of sensing and communication provides multiple dimensions of capabilities, such as sensing accuracy (difference between  sensed/measured/calculated and real values in range, velocity and angle), imaging resolution(separation between multiple objects in range, velocity and angle), missed detection rate(the ratio of missed sensing targets to total sensing targets) and false detection rate (the ratio of false sensing targets to total sensing results) in object detection and estimation.


· The target of sensing accuracy and resolution is to be [cm-level].





12) AI[-related] capabilities





			1. No.


			Capabilities


			Proposed definition/description


[Note: based on the descriptions from DG Capability]


			Proposed value for IMT towards 2030 and beyond


[Note: The following ranges of values are preliminary considerations. Exact values are proposed to be discussed in next phase of Technical Performance Requirements]


[Note: for further research and investigations]


			Reference value in IMT-2020


			Reference WP5D source





			2. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Service category]


Adaptability-APIs


			Requires ecosystem support of network- and device-based Application Programming Interfaces


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			3. 


			Dependable compute


[TSDSI] Rename as “Edge/Access Compute Availability”


			Store, process, distribute expose, developer support- fluid compute and cross-ecosystem federation


[TSDSI] How do we measure it?  


[TSDSI] “Edge/Access Compute Availability” is defined as percentage of time “Edge” or “Access” compute is available?


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			4. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Service category]


Edge computing service


			Edge computing enables applications to be localized and brings them closer to end-users to improve network transit latency, save transport costs, and localize data for security and privacy reasons. This service will require coordination of capabilities across computing, storage, networking, application services, proximity, and resource management


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			5. 


			Support for a Ubiquitous Intelligent Mobile Society


[DG editor’s note: General description]


			Ubiquitous" or "pervasive" mobile society relates  miniaturization of mobile wireless devices and the proliferation of always-on, everywhere communications. This phenomenon has been referred to as '"pervasive communications", "ambient computing", "ubiquitous computing" or "ubiquitous networking". Technological convergence is set to play a key role in realizing this wireless ubiquity.


[TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be in this table.


			


			


			[5D/638 IAFI]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			6. 


			[5D/1333 CHN]


AI service accuracy/efficiency


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Refers to the accuracy/efficiency of AI such as reasoning, learning given latency and the number of intelligent users, under a specific intelligent service scenario.


			


			


			[5D/1333 CHN]





			7. 


			AI-related capabilities


[DG editor’s note: General description]


			Artificial Intelligence (AI) reasoning will be embedded everywhere in the future network including physical layer design, radio resource management, network security, and application enhancement, as well as network architecture, which results in a multi-layer deep integrated intelligent network design. Meanwhile the future network can also support distributed AI as a service with different intelligent levels for larger scale intelligence.


[TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be in this table or this can be a made a sub-heading


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			8. 


			Training loss 


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


[TSDSI] Rename it as “Training error”


			The error on the training set of data. i.e. It is often defined as the distance between the prediction (the output of a neural network) when a data sample is input into the neural network and the label of the same data sample.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			9. 


			Convergence time


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			a measure of how fast a neural network reaches the state of convergence


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





			10. 


			Training efficiency


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			The efficiency of time/frequency domain radio resources for data collection, model training or refining, AI model synchronization between base station and mobile users, etc.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





			11. 


			AI Complexity and Cost


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			The complexity and cost of AI related operations, including the computation complexity in model inference, energy efficiency and cost of AI related hardware and software.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





			12. 


			AI Generalization


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			The generalization of AI model to minimize performance variance in different scenarios, and the difference between model training data set and test data set.


[TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be listed in KPI.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			13. 


			AI


			(propose to streamline “AI-related capabilities”, "Support for a ubiquitous intelligent mobile society" as AI)


TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be listed in KPI.


			


			


			[5D/932 Korea]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			14. 


			[5D/1209 KOR]


Support of AI functionalities


			The ability to provide AI-related functionalities.


			


			


			[5D/1209 KOR: Qualitative capabilities]





			15. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Service category]


AI/ML service


			Ability to use the AI/ML capabilities provided at the edge or telco cloud in the system. This service will require coordination of capabilities across personalization, training data security, privacy & trust, service location, Ownership, Traceability & Accountability, and Incentivized/Distributed/Collaborative AI/ML


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			16. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Autonomy


			–	Zero-touch, autonomous coordination of devices


–	Building optimal network beyond wired and wireless networks


–	Achieve full automation that simultaneously satisfies labor-saving, flexibility, and rapidity in all workflows, from construction to operation


			


			


			[5D/1313 J: Qualitative indicator]








 [DG editor’s note: Contributions on developing merged texts on this capability are invited to the next meeting.]


· [In order to support for a ubiquitous intelligent mobile society, artificial intelligence (AI) reasoning would be embedded everywhere in the future network such as physical layer design, and radio resource management of IMT systems, as well as application enhancement for external ecosystems with local compute offload, distributed/cooperative inference and training of AI models using the nodes and infrastructure of the network in conjunction with the in-devices AI capabilities. It results in a multi-layer deep integrated intelligent network design to support distributed AI as a service with different intelligent levels for larger scale intelligence. Related capabilities include: dependable compute, distributed/collaborative AI model training and inferring, autonomy, and AI to enhance communication. 


· The future network will achieve full automation that simultaneously satisfies labor-saving, flexibility, and rapidity in all workflows, from construction to operation.]





13) [Availability/scalability]


[DG editor’s note: this item may be considered to be merged with trustworthiness.]


			17. 


			Deployment flexibility


			Flexible dynamic, and temporary deployments and use of spectrum


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]





			18. 


			Availability


			Network is available for the targeted communication time with a guarantee transmission data rate. Unavailable communication for shorter period than the targeted communication time shall not be counted


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


Probability that a system will be operational when a demand is made for service. Measured as Uptime / (Uptime + Downtime)


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Availability indicates to what extent the connectivity fulfils a certain required QoS, i.e., operates as expected. In some aspect, the availability aggregates all necessary capabilities of the network that are needed to fulfil a certain connectivity level, such as rate, latency and coverage. It is relevant to talk about availability, not only for connectivity, but also for e.g. positioning or compute, as that can have separate availability demands that, indeed dependent on connectivity, are not necessarily the same.


Observation: Availability for connectivity is an aggregate measure involving all necessary capabilities to fulfil a required QoS


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			19. 


			Service availability


			NW resilience, robustness, more guarantees with critical use


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]








			20. 


			Service versatility


			Zero-touch management and ease of onboarding new servces-AI, automation.


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]








			21. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Scalability


			–	Seamless connections with satellites and HAPS, make terminals, windows, and other devices utilized as base stations, and communication at everywhere through coordination of every device


–	Open interfaces (Network API, application API)


			


			


			[5D/1313 J: Qualitative indicator]





			22. 


			Portability of applications across devices


			


			


			


			[5D/631 T-Mobile]














14) Trustworthiness





			23. 


			Trustworthiness


[DG editor’s note: overarching item]


			The ability to provide advanced system and service resilience, reliability, availability, confidentiality, privacy and safety.


			


			


			[5D/822 WWRF]








			24. 


			Trustworthiness


[DG editor’s note: overarching item]


			Refers to support more advanced system resilience for reliable operation and service provision, security to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability, privacy with self-sovereign data, and safety regarding the impact to the human being and environment etc.


[5D/1333 CHN]


The ability to provide the balanced security, durable privacy protection, and advanced system resilience.


			Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			25. 


			[5D/1209 KOR]


Trustworthiness


			The ability to provide advanced system and service resilience, reliability, security, integrity and availability, confidentiality, privacy and safety.


			


			


			[5D/1209 KOR: Qualitative capabilities]





			26. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Trustworthy / Security / Robustness


			–	Cryptographic processing speeds exceeding the peak data rate (100Gbps and more)


–	Support for 256-bit key length for post-quantum cryptography


–	Instantaneous recovery from disasters and failures


			


			


			[5D/1313 J: Qualitative indicator]





			27. 


			Resilience


			Resilience is the ability of the network to continue operating correctly during and after a natural or man-made disturbance, such as the loss of mains power.


			Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1058 China]








			28. 


			Security and privacy


			E2E security assurance, New threat detection & response, Secure identities and protocols, Confidential compute


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


With more critical use and with use relying on sharing of more personal and spatial information, comes increased requirements also on preserving privacy and to offer secure and well-protected end-to-end connections. Requirements need to be met on several aspects such as threat detection, threat prevention, secure identities and identity handling, data protection and privacy preservation, in particular of bystanders, e.g., in sensing situations. With introduction of AI and ML based solutions not only for performance, but also as a service offering, the threat surface expands and there is a need to also cater for secure handling of training data collection, storage as well as the training and inference procedures themselves. 


Observation: Increased critical use, sensing and sharing of personal information and AI/ML further raise the demands on security and privacy


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			29. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Connectivity category]


Criticality


			Refers to the need of the device to provide services in situations when failure is not an option.


- 	Mission critical - failure by the device can jeopardize enterprise operation and cause significant loss in business and assets 


- 	Safety critical - execution failure or faulty execution by the device could result in injury or loss of human life


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]








[DG editor’s note: Contributions on developing merged texts on this capability are invited to the next meeting.] 


· [Refers to support more advanced system resilience for reliable operation and service provision, balanced security to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability, privacy with self-sovereign data, and safety regarding the impact to the human being and environment etc.


· Resilience: the ability of the network to continue operating correctly during and after a natural or man-made disturbance, such as the loss of mains power.


· Security and privacy: E2E security assurance, New threat detection & response, Secure identities and protocols, Confidential compute


· Increased critical use, sensing and sharing of personal information and AI/ML further raise the demands on security and privacy. ]


15) Sustainability (including energy efficiency)





			30. 


			Carbon Neutrality


[TSDSI] Clarify if this is not covered by the energy efficiency KPI


			Capability to provide coverage area with zero carbon emissions during operation.


[DG editor’s note: carbon neutrality can be integrated with sustainability]





			


			


			[5D/924 HAPS Alliance]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			31. 


			Sustainability


[TSDSI] Energy efficiency is a KPI which already indicate sustainability. Additional sustainability parameter will be % of recycling for the deployed equipment in 10 years.


			[DG editor’s note: Overarching item for many factors]


FFS(whether to have this item)


[5D/1209 KOR]  The ability to develop, deploy, and maintain continuously over time in a cost-/energy-efficient manner (without worsening global environment).


[5D/1313 J] 


–	Reduce the environmental impact of equipment (use of environmentally friendly materials, improved reusability)


–	Equipment longevity (software extensibility and modular structure of hardware)


–	Carbon neutrality (use of renewable power sources)


			


			


			5D/631 T-Mobile， 5D/1035 Ericsson


[5D/1209 KOR : Qualitative capabilities]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1313 J : Qualitative indicator]





			32. 


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Cost efficiency


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Capability to control the overall cost of network construction, operation and maintenance.


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1333 CHN]





			33. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


[Sustainable resource management]


			The capability of the system (both the network and devices) to use and re-use natural resources in a sustainable manner while supporting next generation communication capabilities.


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]














			34. 


			(DG) Energy efficiency





[TSDSI]: Split into two as BTS energy efficiency and UE energy efficiency





[5D/1313 J]


Energy efficiency of the whole network


			FFS (whether to have this item)


[referring to M.2083: 


Energy efficiency has two aspects:


–	on the network side, energy efficiency refers to the quantity of information bits transmitted to/ received from users, per unit of energy consumption of the radio access network (RAN) (in bit/Joule);


–	on the device side, energy efficiency refers to quantity of information bits per unit of energy consumption of the communication module (in bit/Joule).]


[DG note: We also need to consider new usage scenario/service beyond communication, presented such as performance metrics unit per energy unit required (e.g., in xx/Joule)]


[DG note: Energy efficiency could be considered as one factor of sustainability]


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


The capability of the system (both the network and devices) to operate with greater energy efficiency while supporting next generation communication capabilities.


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Network energy efficiency is a measure of the total energy consumption of the radio access network in relation to the capabilities provided by the network in terms of traffic capacity, coverage, data rates, etc. Energy efficiency is a fundamental aspect of cost-efficient and sustainable solutions.


Observation: It is expected that energy efficiency can improve for IMT systems for 2030 and beyond in such a way that the total energy consumption when supporting all new and enhanced capabilities should not be greater than for existing IMT networks. 


Device Energy Efficiency


Device energy efficiency is the capability to minimize the power consumed by the device modem in relation to the traffic characteristics and the device capabilities in terms of data rates, latency, and reliability. 


Observation: Device energy efficiency is fundamental to the operational lifetime of devices and the possibility for implementing zero energy devices. It becomes increasingly important for immersive communication, AI and other applications relying on dependable compute for processing offloading.


[5D/1333 CHN]


The quantity of information bits transmitted per unit of energy consumption.( bit/Joule)





			[10 x] 





[5D/1313 J]


100 times of IMT-2020 case with maintaining lower than the total electric power consumption of the IMT-2020 case


			


			5D/771 IOWN GF, 5D/822 WWRF, 5D/1028 One6G Association, 5D/1058 China, 5D/1035 Ericsson





[5D/1168 (IOWN GF): Change to “energy performance efficiency”]





[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· The capability of the system (both the network and devices) to use and re-use natural resources in a cost-/energy-efficient sustainable manner while supporting next generation communication capabilities, which may include:


· Improve energy efficiency: the total energy consumption of IMT network when supporting all new and enhanced capabilities should not be greater than for existing IMT networks; the power consumed by the device modem can be minimized in relation to the traffic characteristics and the device capabilities in terms of data rates, latency, and reliability.


· Reduce the environmental impact of equipment (use of environmentally friendly materials, improved reusability)


· Equipment longevity (software extensibility and modular structure of hardware)


· Carbon neutrality (use of renewable power sources)


· Control the overall cost of network construction, operation and maintenance.


16) [Device lifetime/power related]


· Devices with tracking demand zero (passive or ambient powered) or low power consumption


Others:  


			35. 


			Mobility Interruption Time


[TSDSI] Replace “Mobility Interruption Time” to “Handover Interruption Time”


			[DG editor’s note: This item to be discussed later.]


[TSDSI]: Should indicate the probability of devices with 0ms interruption in case it is multi-user simulations.


			0 ms


(Holographic, VR/AR and tactile applications)


µs-level [5D/1168]


			0 ms (uRLLC)


0ms(eMBB)


			[5D/775 SparkNZ]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]








[5D/1168 (IOWN GF)]








[DG Chair: the above item to be considered at next phase, e.g, TRP]





			36. 


			Jitter


[TSDSI] Merge this with [23]


			


			0.0001 – 1 msec [for mobile fronthaul)]


			N/A


			[5D/919 IOWN GF]


[5D/1168 (IOWN GF)]





			37. 


			Jitter


			The jitter is the variation of a (characteristic) time parameter. [DG editor’s note: this capability also relates to the means to reach core network. Same principle with latency should be considered here.]


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance catergoy]


E2E Packet Jitter: The variation in latency within a flow of packets transmitted end-to-end across a network from a source to a destination endpoint (e.g., between a web client and server).


			us-level[footnoteRef:5] [5:  Specific values of proposed capabilities with quantitative indicators are references for more efficient discussion on understanding these capacities in SWG, while, whether and how to decide these values should be further studied in future.] 



[5D/1333 CHN]  us-level


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			38. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Jitter


			


			1msec or less


			


			[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]





			39. 


			Synchronization accuracy


[Impacts positional accuracy]


			[TSDSI] This will have to be defined for minimum phase and time accuracy.


			To be defined


			


			[5D/1233 TSDSI]








			40. 


			[5D/1353: 5G-ACIA]


Synchronization 


			Stable synchronization accuracy in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds


Demanding production data synchronization acquisition, motion control with clock synchronization target of in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds stably, not supported by 5G when poor channel quality occurs. But for mobile equipment data acquisition and control scenarios such as AGVs collaborating, multiple robots synchronized control, and integration of mobile networks in industrial time-sensitive networks, it’s necessary to realize such advanced feature based on wireless network, which could be the targeted use cases for 6G.


			in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds


			


			[5D/1353 5G-ACIA]








			41. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Response time


			


			100msec round trip application response (including expected application dependent processing delay)


			


			[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]








[DG Chair: the above items may go beyond radio network, maybe not be considered with high priority in this Rec.] 





			42. 


			Spectrum and bandwidth flexibility


			Spectrum and bandwidth flexibility refers to the flexibility of the system design to handle different scenarios, and in particular to the capability to operate at different frequency ranges, including higher frequencies and wider channel bandwidths than today.


			Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1058 China]








			43. 


			Operating Bandwidth


			


			Up to 400 MHz for sub-6 GHz bands


Up to 3.25 GHz for mmWave bands


Indicative value: 10-100 GHz for THz bands


			Up to 400 MHz for sub-6 GHz bands


(band dependent)


Up to 3.25 GHz for mmWave bands


			[5D/775 SparkNZ]








			44. 


			Carrier Bandwidth


			


			To be defined


			400 MHz


			[5D/775SparkNZ]





			45. 


			System capabilities


			


			


			Network Throughput


Network Latency


Reliability


Energy Efficiency


Openness


Cloudification/Cloud-native


			[5D/919 IOWN GF]





			46. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Connectivity category]


Sidelink connectivity


			Refers to the need or ability of the device to use sidelink connectivity (e.g., UE-to-UE, V2V, UE-to-wearable, etc.)


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]
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Summary of Capabilities from input contributions


Source: [5D/614 KOR] [5D/631 T-Mobile] [5D/638 IAFI] [5D/771 IOWN GF] [5D/775 SparkNZ] [5D/783 KOR] [5D/822 WWRF] [5D/867 CHN] [5D/919 IOWN GF] [5D/924 HAPS Alliance] [5D/932 Korea] [5D/1028 One6G Association] [5D/1035 Ericsson] [5D/1058 China] [5D/1168 IOWN], [5D/1170 NGA], [5D/1174 One6G],[5D/ 1209 KOR], [5D/1225 HAPS], [5D/1232 Qualcomm], [5D/1233 TSDSI], [5D/1288 Nokia], [5D/1296 Ericsson], [5D/1313 J], [5D/1329 IND], [5D/1333 CHN], [5D/1353  5G-ACIA]


[DG editor’s note: the following texts/tables provides a summary of capabilities during 41sts from input contributions meeting discussion. This table is to assist the discussion during the drafting work for section 5(Capabilities). The final presentation format of capabilities in Vision section 5 (Capabilities) may not necessary to be in table format.]


[DG editor’s note: “(DG)” in the table means that the items are discussed and grouped initially during the drafting group session for further discussion.] 


[DG editor’s note: Need to check the expression on unit terms to make sure they are in line with ITU document. For example, ITU uses the terms “bit/s” and “ms” instead of “bps” and “msec” respectively.]





1) Peak data rate:


[proposed during the meeting: 100 Gbps or 1 Tbps]


			No.


			Capabilities


			Proposed definition/description


[Note: based on the descriptions from DG Capability]


			Proposed value for IMT towards 2030 and beyond


[Note: The following ranges of values are preliminary considerations. Exact values are proposed to be discussed in next phase of Technical Performance Requirements]


[Note: for further research and investigations]


			Reference value in IMT-2020


			Reference WP5D source





			


			(DG) Peak data rate


			Maximum achievable data rate under ideal conditions per user/device [(in Gbit/s)/ (in Tbit/s)]. (Reference M.2083)


[5D/1209 KOR]


Maximum achievable data rate under ideal conditions per user/device (in Tbit/s)


[5D/1333 CHN]


Maximum achievable data rate under ideal conditions per user/device in Gbit/s. (Reference M.2083)


			[Gbps/Tbps level (footnote[footnoteRef:1]) [1: ] 



catering to holographic communication, VR/AR, tactile internet applications and extremely high rate information showers. This at least 50× larger than that of IMT2020 systems.]


[5D/1313 J]


100 Gbps or higher


[5D/1333 CHN]


Hundreds of Gbit/s ~ Tbit/s








			20 Gbit/s（DL）


10 Gbit/s（UL）


			5D/614 KOR, 5D/1058 China, 5D/775 SparkNZ, 5D/919 IOWN GF





[5D/1168 (IOWN GF-Tbps-level)]


[5D/1209 KOR:  Quantitative capabilities]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			1. 


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Peak data rate and peak spectral efficiency


			Peak data rate and peak spectral efficiency are measures of what data rates, or data rates normalized with bandwidth, can be obtained under ideal conditions, i.e. good coverage, no interference, no sharing with other users. Although not very typical conditions, it can be argued that these peak capabilities are important to verify that the standard does not limit achievable data rates, and that in deployments where the conditions are approached, performance is not limited.   


IMT-2020 had peak spectral efficiency requirements of 30bps/Hz in downlink and 15bps/Hz in uplink, and peak data rate requirements of 20Gbps in downlink and 10Gbps in uplink. 


To improve peak spectral efficiency higher order modulation or higher order MIMO would be required. To improve peak data rates, also wider bandwidth can be used. 


Observation: Significant increases in peak data rates require wider spectrum allocations.


			


			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			2. 


			Data rate


[TSDSI] Will like to delete this and keep only peak data rate[1], cell edge data rate [62] to provide an indicative min and max data rate.


			


			100Gbps


			10Gbps


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1028/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. One6G Association]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			3. 


			Data rates


[TSDSI] Will like to delete this and keep only peak data rate[1], cell edge data rate [62] to provide an indicative min and max data rate.


			[DG editor: umbrella for peak data rate and user experienced data rate]


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0924/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. Ericsson]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Maximum achievable data rate under ideal conditions per user/device [(in Gbit/s)/ (in Tbit/s)].


· Ideal conditions may include good coverage, no interference, no sharing with other users. Although not very typical conditions, it can be argued that this peak capability is important to verify that the standard does not limit achievable data rates, and that in deployments where the conditions are approached, performance is not limited.


· To improve peak data rate, higher order modulation, higher order MIMO, or wider bandwidth may be used. Significant increases in peak data rates require wider spectrum allocations.


· [Catering to holographic communication, VR/AR, tactile internet applications and extremely high rate information showers, the target of peak data rate could be [100 Gbit/s or 1 Tbit/s].]


· 


· 





2) User experienced data rate


[May include some separate description on DL/UL]


			4. 


			(DG)User experienced data rate


			Achievable data rate that is available ubiquitously[footnoteRef:2] across the coverage area to a mobile user/device [(in Mbit/s or Gbit/s)]. [2: 	] 






[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


DL User Experience Data Rate: The minimum data rate required to achieve a sufficient quality experience for an application to function correctly, with the exception of the scenario for broadcast-like services, where the given value is the maximum that is needed. "Data rate" refers to the data volume V that is transmitted within a given duration T. With V measured in bits and T in seconds, the data rate D = V/T is a quantity measured in “bits per second”. 


	UL User Experience Data Rate: The minimum data rate required to achieve a sufficient quality experience, in other words, for an application to function correctly, with the exception of the scenario for broadcast like services where the given value is the maximum that is needed. “Data rate” refers to the data volume V that is transmitted within a given duration T. With V measured in bits and T in seconds, the data rate D = V/T is a quantity measured in “bits per second”.


[5D/1209 KOR]


Achievable data rate that is available ubiquitously across the coverage area to a mobile user/device (in Gbit/s).


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


User experienced data rate is a measure of the data rate a user would experience, taking into account effects of coverage, interference, and sharing between simultaneously active users. 


For IMT-2020, this was measured at the 5th percentile of the user population.


In order to improve user experienced data rates, we can increase the amount of usable spectrum, and/or increase the user spectral efficiency for the wide bandwidths used. 


Since users far from the transmission/reception point or deep indoors, are typically power-limited, especially in uplink, higher data rates should be achieved by a stronger received signals. This is most straightforwardly achieved by larger antennas and denser networks. 


Observation: Higher user experienced data rates are primarily supported by larger antennas, and network densification.


[5D/1333 CHN]


Achievable data rate that is available ubiquitously[footnoteRef:3] across the coverage area to a mobile user/device in Gbit/s. [3: 	] 



			[1 Gbps]


[At least be 10 × that of the corresponding value of IMT2020.]





[5D/1313 J]


10-100 Gbps (in a specific area) and 1 Gbps (everywhere)





[5D/1333 CHN]


Gbit/s ~ dozens of Gbit/s


			100 Mbit/s (DL) 


50Mbit/s(UL)


			 HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0614/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. KOR, 5D/1058 China,  HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0775/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. SparkNZ,  HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0919/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. IOWN GF





[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1209 KOR:  Quantitative capabilities]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Achievable data rate that is available ubiquitously[footnoteRef:4] across the coverage area to a mobile user/device [(in Gbit/s)]. [4:  	The term “ubiquitous” is related to the considered target coverage area and is not intended to relate to an entire region or country.] 



· User experienced data rate is a measure of the data rate a user would experience, taking into account effects of coverage, interference, and sharing between simultaneously active users.


· Higher user experienced data rates are primarily supported by larger antennas, and network densification.


· The target of user experienced data rate could be [at least 1 Gbps]. 





3) Spectrum efficiency (average)





			5. 


			(DG) Spectrum efficiency


[TSDSI] Duplicate of [7]. Defined a new KPI, “Peak spectral efficiency” in [64]	Comment by Anindya Saha: Suggest retaining this and renaming this to “Area Spectral Efficiency”. 
Area Spectral Efficiency is defined as the sum of the maximum average data rates per unit bandwidth per unit area supported by a cell's base station.


			Average data throughput per unit of spectrum resource and per cell[footnoteRef:5] (bit/s/Hz). [5: 	] 



			


			


			5D/614 KOR, 5D/1058 China





			6. 


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Peak data rate and peak spectral efficiency


			Peak data rate and peak spectral efficiency are measures of what data rates, or data rates normalized with bandwidth, can be obtained under ideal conditions, i.e. good coverage, no interference, no sharing with other users. Although not very typical conditions, it can be argued that these peak capabilities are important to verify that the standard does not limit achievable data rates, and that in deployments where the conditions are approached, performance is not limited.   


IMT-2020 had peak spectral efficiency requirements of 30bps/Hz in downlink and 15bps/Hz in uplink, and peak data rate requirements of 20Gbps in downlink and 10Gbps in uplink. 


To improve peak spectral efficiency higher order modulation or higher order MIMO would be required. To improve peak data rates, also wider bandwidth can be used. 


Observation: Significant increases in peak data rates require wider spectrum allocations.


			


			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			7. 


			Average Spectral Efficiency


			[TSDSI] Average data throughput per unit of spectrum resource and per cell  (bit/s/Hz).


			1× that of IMT-2020


			For example: 7.8 bps/Hz (DL) and 5.4 bps/Hz (UL) (Dense urban-eMBB in M.2410)


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0775/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. SparkNZ]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			8. 


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Cell average and 5th percentile user spectral efficiency





			The cell average and 5th percentile user spectral efficiency are measures of how efficiently the networks use their spectrum, and how fairly data rates are distributed between users. These are fundamental components for the area capacity and user experienced data rates capabilities.  


The cell average and 5th percentile user spectral efficiency requirements increased with around a factor three between IMT-Advanced and IMT-2020. This improvement was enabled by using larger antennas and higher degrees of spatial multiplexing, and a standard that efficiently support this. 


Assuming that this trend can be continued, an increase in spectral efficiency is possible with the use of larger antennas. Rough assessments indicate that an increase of a factor three could be achieved with four times larger antennas. A drawback of this approach is that the antennas become physically large at low frequencies. In certain scenarios multi-point transmission/reception like CoMP or D-MIMO can improve spectral efficiency without increased antenna size per site or transmission / reception point. The gains with such technologies are however most significant in scenarios where terminals have strong channels to many base stations, e.g. in dense deployments in open areas.


Observation: Increased spectral efficiency can be achieved with larger antennas.


			


			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			9. 


			Peak spectral efficiency


			


			


			


			[5D/1233 TSDSI]








			10. 


			Area spectral efficiency


			Area Spectral Efficiency is defined as the sum of the maximum average data rates per unit bandwidth per unit area supported by a cell's base station.	Comment by Anindya Saha: Added the definition of Area Spectral Efficiency which is as follows.
Area Spectral Efficiency is defined as the sum of the maximum average data rates per unit bandwidth per unit area supported by a cell's base station.
 Some References which mention this parameter are as follows.
[1] Generalized Area Spectral Efficiency: An Effective Performance Metric for Green Wireless Communications
.by Lei Zhang; Hong-Chuan Yang; Mazen O. Hasna
Published in: IEEE Transactions on Communications ( Volume: 62, Issue: 2, February 2014)
[2] Area spectral efficiency of cellular mobile radio systems
By M.-S. Alouini, A.J. Goldsmith
Published in: IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology ( Volume: 48, Issue: 4, Jul 1999)


			To be defined


			


			[5D/1233 TSDSI]








			11. 


			Minimum Cell edge spectral efficiency


			[TSDSI] This will define the minimum spectral efficiency at cell edge 


			To be defined


			


			[5D/1233 TSDSI]











[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Average spectrum efficiency refers to average data throughput per unit of spectrum resource and per cell  (bit/s/Hz) [footnoteRef:6] [6:  	The radio coverage area over which a mobile terminal can maintain a connection with one or more units of radio equipment located within that area. For an individual base station, this is the radio coverage area of the base station or of a subsystem (e.g. sector antenna).] 



· The average user spectral efficiency are measures of how efficiently the networks use their spectrum, which is fundamental component for the area capacity.


· Increased spectral efficiency can be achieved with larger antennas.


· The target of spectrum efficiency could be [1N× that of IMT-2020(N equals to or greater than 1)].





4) Area traffic capacity


			12. 


			(DG) Area traffic capacity


			Total traffic throughput served per geographic area (in [Mbit/s/m2 ]/ [Gbit/s/m2 ] [including the air within the terrestrial IMT component]) 


[Maybe need to consider new definition for volume]


[5D/1333 CHN]


Total traffic throughput served per geographic area in Mbit/s/m2


			[100x]





[5D/1313 J]


100 times of IMT-2020 case	





[5D/1333 CHN]


100~10000 Mbit/s/m2


			10Mbit/s/m2


			5D/783 KOR, 5D/1058 China, 5D/1035 Ericsson,  HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1028/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. One6G Association


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			13. 


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Area capacity


			Area capacity, or capacity per area unit, is a measure of how much traffic the network supports in a given area. It is given by the product


	Area capacity = spectrum x equivalent site density x spectral efficiency


Here the term equivalent site density is used to include alternative network topologies, like using radio stripes, or reconfigurable intelligent surfaces, which are not necessarily sites, but require infrastructure build out.


The overall traffic demands over the lifetime of IMT for 2030 and beyond may increase by a factor of 100 or even more. To satisfy such traffic demands, the network traffic capacity needs to improve correspondingly. To reach that, if spectral efficiency is increased by a factor 3, the product of available spectrum and site density needs to increase with a factor 33. Note that the spectrum needs to be useful in the grid it is operating. For example, spectrum in the THz region is likely not very useful in a macro network. 


Observation: An increase in area capacity beyond what is enabled by using larger antennas, and allocation of more useful spectrum, needs to be supported by a network densification or other infrastructure build out. 


			


			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Total traffic throughput served per geographic area in [Mbit/s/m2]/ [Gbit/s/m2 ] .


· An increase in area capacity beyond what is enabled by using larger antennas, and allocation of more useful spectrum, needs to be supported by a network densification or other infrastructure build out. 


· The target of area traffic capacity could be [100 times of IMT-2020 case]/ [100~10000 Mbit/s/m2].








5) Connection Density





			14. 


			(DG)Connection Density


			Total number of connected and/or accessible devices per unit area (per km2).


[5D/1170 NGA: Connectivity category]


Number of devices per km²


			[107 devices/km2]


[Given the desire for IMT2030 systems to support an internet-of-everything, the connection density could be 10× that of 5G.]


[5D/1313 J]


106 - 107 devices /km2 estimated for a use case of devices in the body under the environment of crowded train


[5D/1333 CHN]


107 ~108devices/km2


			106 devices/km2


			5D/614 KOR，5D/1058 China，5D/775 SparkNZ，5D/919 IOWN GF，5D/1028 One6G Association


[5D/1168 (IOWN GF)]


[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1209 KOR: 107:  Quantitative capabilities


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]











[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Total number of connected and/or accessible devices per unit area (per km2).


· The target of connection density could be [106 - 107]/ [107]/ [107-108] devices/km2. 


6) mobilityMobility


			15. 


			(DG)Mobility





[5D/1313 J]


Mobility of mobile terminal


			Maximum [relative moving] speed [between transmitter and receiver], at which a defined QoS and seamless transfer between radio nodes which may belong to different layers and/or radio access technologies (multi-layer/-RAT) can be achieved (in km/h).


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category] Maximum relative speed under which the speciﬁed reliability should be achieved.


[5D/1333 CHN]


Maximum speed, at which a defined QoS and seamless transfer between radio nodes which may belong to different layers and/or radio access technologies (multi-layer/-RAT) can be achieved (in km/h).


			[1000 km/h


Handling multiple moving platforms.


It is expected that IMT2030 systems will support mobility of up to 1000 km/h to include mobility values encountered in dual-engine commercial aeroplanes.]





[5D/1313 J]


Corresponding to 1 000 km/h


[5D/1333 CHN]


1000km/h


			500 km/h


			5D/614 KOR, 5D/1058 China, 5D/775 SparkNZ, 5D/919 IOWN GF





[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			16. 


			Movement speed of mobile terminals


[TSDSI] Seems covered in [10] else need to be clarified


			Both High and low speed should be covered.


[DG editor’s note: more detailed explanation needs to be provided.]


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0638/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. IAFI]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			17. 


			Mobility


[TSDSI] can be deleted as it is covered in [10]


			(Propose to streamline Mobility and Movement speed of mobile terminals as Mobility)


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0919/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. Korea]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Maximum [relative moving]  speed [between transmitter and receiver], at which a defined QoS and seamless transfer between radio nodes which may belong to different layers and/or radio access technologies (multi-layer/-RAT) can be achieved (in km/h).


· In order to handling multiple moving platforms, e.g., commercial aeroplanes, the research of mobility could be 1000km/h.





7) Llatency


DG Chair proposal:


1）description and value focusing on air interface user plane latency (referring to M.2410)


2) possible way forward for “end-to-end” issue: 


Option a): not mention E2E in vision


Option b): only limited description on E2E at the end of paragraph or in footnote  


			18. 


			User Plane Latency


			


			20 µs to 1 ms


(Holographic, VR/AR and tactile applications)


			4 ms (eMBB) and 1 ms (uRLLC)


			 HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0775/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. SparkNZ]





			19. 


			User Plane Latency


[TSDSI] Delete as it is repeated in [15]





			


			20 µs to 1 ms


(Holographic, VR/AR and tactile applications)


			4 ms (eMBB) and 1 ms (uRLLC)


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0919/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. IOWN GF]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			20. 


			Control Plane Latency


			[TSDSI] The time from when the mobile terminal sends a control packet to when 6GC receives it (in ms).


			20 ms


			20 ms


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0775/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. SparkNZ]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			21. 


			Air latency


[TSDSI] Call this as user plane air latency (UPAL)


			[TSDSI] Need to evaluate if keeping this as an additional KPI helps in addition to latency defined earlier. Is this the maximum latency value in a cell as latency will vary within users in a cell?


			0.1ms


			1ms


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1028/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. One6G Association]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			22. 


			Latency


[TSDSI] Our understanding is the latency in [14][15][17][18] already covers it and hence can be deleted.


			(propose to streamline Latency，User plane latency， Control plane latency，End to end latency as Latency)


[TSDSI] Need to minimize the number of latency parameters.


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0919/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. Korea]





[5D/1174 One6G Association: <1ms]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			


			(DG) Latency


[TSDSI] Already covered in earlier latency parameters.


			The contribution by the radio network to the time from when the source sends a packet to when the destination receives it (in ms).


[TSDSI] Same comment as [19].


			0.1 ms


[5D/1313 J]


1 msec for general use case, 0.1 msec for specific localized communication use case (one-way)


[5D/1333 CHN]


0.1~1ms


			


			5D/614 KOR, 5D/1058 China, 5D/1035 Ericsson, 5D/932 Korea


[5D/1209 KOR:  Quantitative capabilities]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			23. 


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Reliability and latency


			Reliability, combined with a latency or delay budget, is a measure of how likely it is to get a packet successfully delivered within a delay budget. This is an important capability, not only URLLC services, but also for extended reality and gaming services.


For IMT-2020, the requirement does not include any constraint on spectral efficiency.  


Observation: To make the reliability and latency requirement more relevant for different usage scenarios, it should be complemented with a requirement on relevant data rates and efficiency.


			


			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			24. 


			E2E packet latency


			[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


DL E2E Packet Latency: The time taken for a piece of data to be transmitted end-to-end across a network from a source to a destination endpoint (e.g., between a web client and server) in DL direction.


UL E2E Packet Latency: The time taken for a piece of data to be transmitted end-to-end across a network from a source to a destination endpoint (e.g., between a web client and server) in UL direction.


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			25. 


			End to End Latency


[TSDSI] Rename as “User to User Latency (UTUL)”


			The time from when the mobile terminal sends a packet to when the destination mobile terminal receives it (in ms).


[DG editor’s note: More explanation on definition and scenario is needed. We are looking for RAN in this vision. ]


[TSDSI]: This is very difficult as the transmission latency will have a bigger role to play in 6G. It should be indicated in the note that this is assuming transmission latency is assumed to be 0.


“End-to-End latency will involve mobile terminals which are not in the neighboring base station. End-to-end latency will include server latency, propagation delay etc.”


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0638/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. IAFI]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]











[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Latency over the air interface refers to the contribution by the radio network to the time from when the source sends a packet to when the destination receives it (in ms). [It is also noted that for IMT for 2030 and beyond, guaranteed E2E packet latency[footnoteRef:7] may be also desirableconsidered.][DG editor’s note: Maybe describe jitter together with E2E latency] [7:  E2E packet latency: The time taken for a piece of data to be transmitted end-to-end across a network between a source and a destination endpoint (e.g., between a web client and server).] 



· To make latency more relevant for different usage scenarios, it should be complemented with a requirement on relevant data rates and efficiency.


· The research of latency (over the air interface) could be [0.1]/[0.1~1]/[0.02~1]ms.





8) Reliability


[E2E to be included in description(slightly)]





			


			(DG)Reliability


			Reliability relates to the capability of transmitting a given amount of traffic within a predetermined time duration with high success probability.


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


DL E2E Packet Reliability: The loss rate of packets transmitted end-to-end across a network in the downlink direction (e.g., from a web server to a client).


	UL E2E Packet Reliability: The loss rate of packets transmitted end-to-end across a network in the uplink direction (e.g., from a web client to a web server).


			[From 1-10-7 to 1-10-9]


[Need to check writing format: 1e7,1e9]





[5D/1313 J]


10-6 -10-7 (RAN) depending on the use cases


[5D/1333 CHN]


1-10-7


			1-10-5


			5D/614 KOR，5D/1058 China，5D/919 IOWN GF，5D/1028 One6G Association


[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1174 One6G Association: 1-10-7]


[5D/1209 KOR: 1-10-7: Quantitative capabilities


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Reliability and latency


			Reliability, combined with a latency or delay budget, is a measure of how likely it is to get a packet successfully delivered within a delay budget. This is an important capability, not only URLLC services, but also for extended reality and gaming services.


For IMT-2020, the requirement does not include any constraint on spectral efficiency.  


Observation: To make the reliability and latency requirement more relevant for different usage scenarios, it should be complemented with a requirement on relevant data rates and efficiency.


			


			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]











· Reliability [over the air interface] relates to the capability of transmitting a given amount of traffic within a predetermined time duration with high success probability. [It is also noted that for IMT for 2030 and beyond, guaranteed E2E Packet Reliability[footnoteRef:8] may be also desirableconsidered.] [8:  E2E packet reliability: The loss rate of packets transmitted end-to-end across a network in DL/UL direction (e.g., from a web server to a client).] 



· To make reliability requirement more relevant for different usage scenarios, it should be complemented with a requirement on relevant data rates and efficiency.


· The target of reliability (over the air interface) could be [10-6 -10-7 (RAN) depending on the use cases]/[ 1-10-7]/[ 1-10-7 to 1-10-9].


 [9) [ Ccoverage]





			26. 


			(DG)Coverage


[TSDSI] Added a separate parameter in [63] to indicate coverage based on frequency of operations.





[5D/1225 HAPS A] Three-dimensional coverage





[5D/1313 J]


Area coverage





[5D/1313 J]


Area coverage/HAPS


			FFS


[Maximum range of the area covered by a single base station (in km/BS).]





[5D/1225 HAPS A] Maximum horizontal and vertical ranges of the area where seamlessly connectivity is provided by a single base station (in km/BS)





[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Coverage is about supporting a certain quality, e.g. data rate, delay, and reliability, at a certain user position. The user position can e.g. be specified as location in a given network, a distance from a base station, a percentile in a distribution over users, or a radio link quality (e.g. a certain path loss). 


The coverage capability is fundamental for supporting the global coverage usage scenario.


To support global access to basic video services, a data rate of around 10Mbps, and a delay of several tens of milliseconds could be considered. This should be available everywhere.


Observation: It is important to consider a reasonable deployment when evaluating the requirement. This should include both the use of non-terrestrial network components and outdoor user equipment with directional antennas. Since supporting a certain quality with specified coverage makes the capabilities coverage, data rate, delay and reliability strongly connected, a requirement can be specified by considering these four capabilities jointly.


[5D/1333 CHN]


Maximum range of the area covered by a single base station (in km/BS).


			[Sea/Sky/Space]


[tens to hundreds of kilometers in radius]


[around ten kilometers above ground]





[5D/1225 HAPS A] Horizontal range: Up to 100 km radius/BS


Vertical range: Up to 1 km height/BS





[5D/1313 J]


100% of territory covered


Coverage expansion to land, sea, and air, and further space to be considered in future





[5D/1313 J]


Horizontal coverage: tens to hundreds of kilometers in radius 


Vertical coverage: a few kilometers above the surface of the earth





[5D/1333 CHN]


Extension to global coverage including earth, sky, ocean, space and etc.


			


			5D/638 IAFI, 5D/783 KOR, 5D/1058 China, 5D/1028 One6G Association, 5D/1035 Ericsson, 5D/924 HAPS Alliance


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1225 (HAPS A)]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			27. 


			[5D/1209 KOR]


Support of coverage in 3D space


			The ability to support both horizontal and vertical coverage where the cell can communicate with a terminal via the terrestrial IMT component.


			


			


			[5D/1209 KOR: Qualitative capabilities]





			28. 


			Maximum Coverage per band


			[TSDSI] This will be defined for a frequency in <1GHz, 1-3 GHz, 3-6GHz, mmwave, THz


			To be defined


			700MHz:


2300 MHz


3500 MHz


6000 MHz:


24.5GHz,…


			[5D/1233 TSDSI]











[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below. Divergent views during the meeting on whether to include this item.]


· [Coverage is about supporting a certain quality, e.g. data rate, delay, and reliability, at a certain user position. The user position can e.g. be specified as location in a given network, a distance from a base station, a percentile in a distribution over users, or a radio link quality (e.g. a certain path loss). ]


· [The coverage capability is fundamental for supporting [the global coverage] usage scenario.


· Supporting a certain quality with specified coverage makes the capabilities coverage, data rate, delay and reliability strongly connected, a requirement can be specified by considering these four capabilities jointly.


· The target of coverage is to provide [global/]seamless coverage with a certain quality requirement, which may include expansion to land, sea, sky, and further space to be considered in future.]


10) Ppositioning





			29. 


			(DG)Positioning [accuracy]


[5D/1170 NGA: Localization and sensing category] Positioning accuracy


[5D/1313 J]


Positioning accuracy


[5D/1333 CHN]


Positioning accuracy


			[Capability to locate a terminal both horizontally and vertically./ Horizontal accuracy is the difference between the calculated horizontal position and the actual horizontal position of a UE. 


Vertical accuracy is the difference between the calculated vertical position and the actual vertical position of a UE.]


Describes the closeness of the measured position of the UE to its true position value. The accuracy can describe the accuracy either of an absolute position or a relative position. It can be further derived into a horizontal position accuracy—referring to the position error in a 2D reference or horizontal plane, and into a vertical position accuracy—referring to the position error on the vertical axis or altitude


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Positioning is about the possibility to determine the position of connected devices in a physical space and to do that with a certain frequency and at a certain spatial accuracy. The position could either use the earth as a reference system or alternatively, also other reference systems, such as other devices that themselves may be mobile. In the latter case, it is often referred to as ranging. An increased need of positioning comes from, for example, traffic management of moving devices (drones, other vehicles), collaborating robots or sensor network or an increased need for asset and goods tracking. The accuracy needs to be cm-level and the refresh rates can be 100/second or higher, allowing to detect detailed velocities and accelerations.


Positioning is a capability that was not part of IMT-2020 requirements but as it is an integral part of some of the usage scenarios, it needs to be considered a vital capability. 


Observation: Positioning information will become increasingly important and it is expected that both spatial accuracy and update frequencies will become more demanding, to cm level accuracies with 100s of updates/s.


[5D/1333 CHN]


Difference between the calculated horizontal /vertical position and the actual horizontal /vertical position of a UE.


			[cm-level(footnote[footnoteRef:9])] [9: ] 






[5D/1313 J]


Order of cm (and more)





[5D/1333 CHN]


cm-level


			


			5D/783 KOR, 5D/1035 Ericsson, 5D/1058 China, 5D/919 IOWN GF, 5D/1028 One6G Association


[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


[5D/1333 CHN]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			30. 


			Localization accuracy


[TSDSI] Seems to be covered in [25] and hence can be deleted.


			Localization accuracy will significantly impact the implementation of immersion, digital twinning and native intelligence [in meters].


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0822/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. WWRF]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			31. 


			Positioning


[TSDSI] Merge it with item [25].


			(Propose to streamline Positioning and Localization accuracy as positioning)


			


			


			[5D/932 Korea]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Positioning is about the possibility to determine the position of connected devices in a physical space and to do that with a certain frequency and at a certain spatial accuracy. The position could either use the earth as a reference system or alternatively, also other reference systems, such as other devices that themselves may be mobile. In the latter case, it is often referred to as ranging. Positioning accuracy can be further derived into a horizontal position accuracy—referring to the position error in a 2D reference or horizontal plane, and into a vertical position accuracy—referring to the position error on the vertical axis or altitude..


· Positioning accuracy: difference between the calculated horizontal /vertical position and the actual horizontal /vertical position of a UE.


· An increased need of positioning comes from, for example, traffic management of moving devices (drones, other vehicles), collaborating robots or sensor network or an increased need for asset and goods tracking.


· The accuracy needs to be [cm-level] and the refresh rates can be 100/second or higher, allowing to detect detailed velocities and accelerations.


11) Ssensing[-related] capabilities





			32. 


			Sensing-related capabilities


[DG editor’s note: General description]


			The integration of sensing and communication provides multiple dimensions of capabilities, such as high accuracy positioning, imaging resolution, missed detection rate and false detection rate in object detection and estimation.


[TSDSI] This being generic capability which are quantified in item number [30] to [35], we can delete this item [28].


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1058/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. China]


[5D/1233 TDSI]





			33. 


			Sensing


			Detailed representation of surrounding and accurate positioning/ranging


[TSDSI] This being generic capability which are quantified in item number [30] to [35], we can delete this item [29].


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0924/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. Ericsson]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			34. 


			Sensing Accuracy


[DG editor’s note: Sensing-related capabilities]


[5D/1333 CHN]


Sensing Accuracy/Resolution


[DG editor’s note: Sensing-related capabilities]


			difference between sensed/measured and real values in range, velocity and angle





[5D/1333 CHN]


Difference between sensed/measured/calculated and real values in range, velocity and angle.


Separation between multiple objects in range, velocity and angle


			outdoor 50cm, indoor 1cm (footnote[footnoteRef:10]) [10: ] 






[5D/1333 CHN]


cm-level


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1058/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. China]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			35. 


			Sensing resolution


[DG editor’s note: Sensing-related capabilities]


			Sensing accuracy, adaptability, agility and reliability are decisive parameters for the efficient integration of sensing into future communication systems and networks [in max acceptable sensing error margin].


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0822/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. WWRF]








			36. 


			Sensing Resolution


[DG editor’s note: Sensing-related capabilities]


			separation between multiple objects in range, velocity and angle


[TSDSI] Can be merged with Item No [31]


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1058/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			37. 


			Missed detection rate


[DG editor’s note: Sensing-related capabilities]


			the ratio of missed sensing targets to total sensing targets


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1058/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. China]





			38. 


			False detection rate


[DG editor’s note: Sensing-related capabilities]


			the ratio of false sensing targets to total sensing results


[TSDSI] Clarify what is a “Missed” and “False” Sensing.


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1058/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			39. 


			Sensing


			(Propose to streamline “Sensing resolution” and “Sensing-related capabilities” as sensing(general description))


[TSDSI] This are already covered by [30]-[34] and hence can be deleted.


			


			


			[5D/932 Korea]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			40. 


			[5D/1209 KOR]


Support of sensing functionalities


			The ability to provide sensing-related functionalities.


			


			


			[5D/1209 KOR: Qualitative capabilities]





			41. 


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Network Sensing


			Sensing is about offering the possibility to characterize environments and position connected as well as unconnected objects in a physical space and to do that with a certain frequency and at a certain spatial accuracy. In addition to placing bjects on maps, sensing is also about characterizing object extensions and orientation or direction.  For example, a car is not only a dot on a map, but there is also a size associated with the car, and the front of the car is in a certain direction, Different accuracy levels can be envisioned. For example, detection (something is there), classification (it is a car) and even more precise or granular identification (e.g., it is a specific brand) Sensing is becoming increasingly important, e.g., for providing spatial information to AR/XR applications, but it is also crucial for mobile robots and other vehicles in, e.g., collision avoidance for example.


Observation: Sensing and representing an environment also including unconnected objects and their extensions is necessary to address some usage scenarios, such as immersive communication and spatio-temporal services. Accurate descriptions and even identification of objects may be needed.


			


			


			[5D/1296 Ericsson]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· Sensing is about offering the possibility to characterize environments and position connected as well as unconnected objects in a physical space and to do that with a certain frequency and at a certain spatial accuracy. The integration of sensing and communication provides multiple dimensions of capabilities, such as sensing accuracy (difference between  sensed/measured/calculated and real values in range, velocity and angle), imaging resolution(separation between multiple objects in range, velocity and angle), missed detection rate(the ratio of missed sensing targets to total sensing targets) and false detection rate (the ratio of false sensing targets to total sensing results) in object detection and estimation.


· Sensing is becoming increasingly important, e.g., for providing spatial information to AR/XR applications, but it is also crucial for mobile robots and other vehicles in, e.g., collision avoidance for example.


· The target of sensing accuracy and resolution is to be [cm-level].





12) AI[-related] capabilities





			42. No.


			Capabilities


			Proposed definition/description


[Note: based on the descriptions from DG Capability]


			Proposed value for IMT towards 2030 and beyond


[Note: The following ranges of values are preliminary considerations. Exact values are proposed to be discussed in next phase of Technical Performance Requirements]


[Note: for further research and investigations]


			Reference value in IMT-2020


			Reference WP5D source





			43. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Service category]


Adaptability-APIs


			Requires ecosystem support of network- and device-based Application Programming Interfaces


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			44. 


			Dependable compute


[TSDSI] Rename as “Edge/Access Compute Availability”


			Store, process, distribute expose, developer support- fluid compute and cross-ecosystem federation


[TSDSI] How do we measure it?  


[TSDSI] “Edge/Access Compute Availability” is defined as percentage of time “Edge” or “Access” compute is available?


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			45. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Service category]


Edge computing service


			Edge computing enables applications to be localized and brings them closer to end-users to improve network transit latency, save transport costs, and localize data for security and privacy reasons. This service will require coordination of capabilities across computing, storage, networking, application services, proximity, and resource management


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			46. 


			Support for a Ubiquitous Intelligent Mobile Society


[DG editor’s note: General description]


			Ubiquitous" or "pervasive" mobile society relates  miniaturization of mobile wireless devices and the proliferation of always-on, everywhere communications. This phenomenon has been referred to as '"pervasive communications", "ambient computing", "ubiquitous computing" or "ubiquitous networking". Technological convergence is set to play a key role in realizing this wireless ubiquity.


[TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be in this table.


			


			


			[5D/638 IAFI]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			47. 


			[5D/1333 CHN]


AI service accuracy/efficiency


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Refers to the accuracy/efficiency of AI such as reasoning, learning given latency and the number of intelligent users, under a specific intelligent service scenario.


			


			


			[5D/1333 CHN]





			48. 


			AI-related capabilities


[DG editor’s note: General description]


			Artificial Intelligence (AI) reasoning will be embedded everywhere in the future network including physical layer design, radio resource management, network security, and application enhancement, as well as network architecture, which results in a multi-layer deep integrated intelligent network design. Meanwhile the future network can also support distributed AI as a service with different intelligent levels for larger scale intelligence.


[TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be in this table or this can be a made a sub-heading


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			49. 


			Training loss 


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


[TSDSI] Rename it as “Training error”


			The error on the training set of data. i.e. It is often defined as the distance between the prediction (the output of a neural network) when a data sample is input into the neural network and the label of the same data sample.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			50. 


			Convergence time


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			a measure of how fast a neural network reaches the state of convergence


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





			51. 


			Training efficiency


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			The efficiency of time/frequency domain radio resources for data collection, model training or refining, AI model synchronization between base station and mobile users, etc.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





			52. 


			AI Complexity and Cost


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			The complexity and cost of AI related operations, including the computation complexity in model inference, energy efficiency and cost of AI related hardware and software.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





			53. 


			AI Generalization


[DG editor’s note: AI-related capabilities]


			The generalization of AI model to minimize performance variance in different scenarios, and the difference between model training data set and test data set.


[TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be listed in KPI.


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			54. 


			AI


			(propose to streamline “AI-related capabilities”, "Support for a ubiquitous intelligent mobile society" as AI)


TSDSI] Not a measurable capability and hence need not be listed in KPI.


			


			


			[5D/932 Korea]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			55. 


			[5D/1209 KOR]


Support of AI functionalities


			The ability to provide AI-related functionalities.


			


			


			[5D/1209 KOR: Qualitative capabilities]





			56. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Service category]


AI/ML service


			Ability to use the AI/ML capabilities provided at the edge or telco cloud in the system. This service will require coordination of capabilities across personalization, training data security, privacy & trust, service location, Ownership, Traceability & Accountability, and Incentivized/Distributed/Collaborative AI/ML


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			57. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Autonomy


			–	Zero-touch, autonomous coordination of devices


–	Building optimal network beyond wired and wireless networks


–	Achieve full automation that simultaneously satisfies labor-saving, flexibility, and rapidity in all workflows, from construction to operation


			


			


			[5D/1313 J: Qualitative indicator]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below] [DG editor’s note: Contributions on developing merged texts on this capability are invited to the next meeting.]


· In order to support for a ubiquitous intelligent mobile society, artificial intelligence (AI) reasoning will be embedded everywhere in the future network including physical layer design, radio resource management, network security, and application enhancement, as well as network architecture, which results in a multi-layer deep integrated intelligent network design. Meanwhile the future network can also support distributed AI as a service with different intelligent levels for larger scale intelligence. 


· The ability to use the AI/ML capabilities provided at the edge or telco cloud in the system will require coordination of capabilities across personalization, training data security, privacy & trust, service location, Ownership, Traceability & Accountability, and Incentivized/Distributed/Collaborative AI/ML.


· [The future network will achieve full automation that simultaneously satisfies labor-saving, flexibility, and rapidity in all workflows, from construction to operation.In order to support for a ubiquitous intelligent mobile society, artificial intelligence (AI) reasoning will would be embedded everywhere in the future network including such as physical layer design, and radio resource management of IMT systems, network security, and application enhancement, as well as network architecture application enhancement for external ecosystems with local compute offload, distributed/cooperative inference and training of AI models using the nodes and infrastructure of the network in conjunction with the in-devices AI capabilities., whichIt results in a multi-layer deep integrated intelligent network design . Meanwhile the future network can alsoto support distributed AI as a service with different intelligent levels for larger scale intelligence. Related capabilities include: dependable compute, distributed/collaborative AI model training and inferring, autonomy, and AI to enhance communication. The ability to use the AI/ML capabilities provided at the edge or telco cloud in the system will require coordination of capabilities across personalization, training data security, privacy & trust, service location, Ownership, Traceability & Accountability, and Incentivized/Distributed/Collaborative AI/ML.


· The future network will achieve full automation that simultaneously satisfies labor-saving, flexibility, and rapidity in all workflows, from construction to operation.]





[13) [Aavailability/scalability: may be considered to merge with trustworthiness]


[DG editor’s note: this item may be considered to be merged with trustworthiness.]


			58. 


			Deployment flexibility


			Flexible dynamic, and temporary deployments and use of spectrum


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]





			59. 


			Availability


			Network is available for the targeted communication time with a guarantee transmission data rate. Unavailable communication for shorter period than the targeted communication time shall not be counted


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


Probability that a system will be operational when a demand is made for service. Measured as Uptime / (Uptime + Downtime)


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Availability indicates to what extent the connectivity fulfils a certain required QoS, i.e., operates as expected. In some aspect, the availability aggregates all necessary capabilities of the network that are needed to fulfil a certain connectivity level, such as rate, latency and coverage. It is relevant to talk about availability, not only for connectivity, but also for e.g. positioning or compute, as that can have separate availability demands that, indeed dependent on connectivity, are not necessarily the same.


Observation: Availability for connectivity is an aggregate measure involving all necessary capabilities to fulfil a required QoS


			


			


			[5D/1058 China]





[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			60. 


			Service availability


			NW resilience, robustness, more guarantees with critical use


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]








			61. 


			Service versatility


			Zero-touch management and ease of onboarding new servces-AI, automation.


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]








			62. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Scalability


			–	Seamless connections with satellites and HAPS, make terminals, windows, and other devices utilized as base stations, and communication at everywhere through coordination of every device


–	Open interfaces (Network API, application API)


			


			


			[5D/1313 J: Qualitative indicator]





			63. 


			Portability of applications across devices


			


			


			


			[5D/631 T-Mobile]











[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


Availability is an aggregate measure involving all necessary capabilities, e.g., rate, latency, coverage, positioning or compute, to fulfil a certain required QoS. It can be measured as Uptime / (Uptime + Downtime).


14) Trustworthiness





			64. 


			Trustworthiness


[DG editor’s note: overarching item]


			The ability to provide advanced system and service resilience, reliability, availability, confidentiality, privacy and safety.


			


			


			[5D/822 WWRF]








			65. 


			Trustworthiness


[DG editor’s note: overarching item]


			Refers to support more advanced system resilience for reliable operation and service provision, security to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability, privacy with self-sovereign data, and safety regarding the impact to the human being and environment etc.


[5D/1333 CHN]


The ability to provide the balanced security, durable privacy protection, and advanced system resilience.


			Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			66. 


			[5D/1209 KOR]


Trustworthiness


			The ability to provide advanced system and service resilience, reliability, security, integrity and availability, confidentiality, privacy and safety.


			


			


			[5D/1209 KOR: Qualitative capabilities]





			67. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Trustworthy / Security / Robustness


			–	Cryptographic processing speeds exceeding the peak data rate (100Gbps and more)


–	Support for 256-bit key length for post-quantum cryptography


–	Instantaneous recovery from disasters and failures


			


			


			[5D/1313 J: Qualitative indicator]





			68. 


			Resilience


			Resilience is the ability of the network to continue operating correctly during and after a natural or man-made disturbance, such as the loss of mains power.


			Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1058 China]








			69. 


			Security and privacy


			E2E security assurance, New threat detection & response, Secure identities and protocols, Confidential compute


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


With more critical use and with use relying on sharing of more personal and spatial information, comes increased requirements also on preserving privacy and to offer secure and well-protected end-to-end connections. Requirements need to be met on several aspects such as threat detection, threat prevention, secure identities and identity handling, data protection and privacy preservation, in particular of bystanders, e.g., in sensing situations. With introduction of AI and ML based solutions not only for performance, but also as a service offering, the threat surface expands and there is a need to also cater for secure handling of training data collection, storage as well as the training and inference procedures themselves. 


Observation: Increased critical use, sensing and sharing of personal information and AI/ML further raise the demands on security and privacy


			


			


			[5D/1035 Ericsson]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]





			70. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Connectivity category]


Criticality


			Refers to the need of the device to provide services in situations when failure is not an option.


- 	Mission critical - failure by the device can jeopardize enterprise operation and cause significant loss in business and assets 


- 	Safety critical - execution failure or faulty execution by the device could result in injury or loss of human life


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]








[DG editor’s note: Contributions on developing merged texts on this capability are invited to the next meeting.] [DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]





· [Refers to support more advanced system resilience for reliable operation and service provision, balanced security to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability, privacy with self-sovereign data, and safety regarding the impact to the human being and environment etc.


· Resilience: the ability of the network to continue operating correctly during and after a natural or man-made disturbance, such as the loss of mains power.


· Security and privacy: E2E security assurance, New threat detection & response, Secure identities and protocols, Confidential compute


· Increased critical use, sensing and sharing of personal information and AI/ML further raise the demands on security and privacy. ]


15) Sustainability (including energy efficiency)





			71. 


			Carbon Neutrality


[TSDSI] Clarify if this is not covered by the energy efficiency KPI


			Capability to provide coverage area with zero carbon emissions during operation.


[DG editor’s note: carbon neutrality can be integrated with sustainability]





			


			


			[5D/924 HAPS Alliance]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]





			72. 


			Sustainability


[TSDSI] Energy efficiency is a KPI which already indicate sustainability. Additional sustainability parameter will be % of recycling for the deployed equipment in 10 years.


			[DG editor’s note: Overarching item for many factors]


FFS(whether to have this item)


[5D/1209 KOR]  The ability to develop, deploy, and maintain continuously over time in a cost-/energy-efficient manner (without worsening global environment).


[5D/1313 J] 


–	Reduce the environmental impact of equipment (use of environmentally friendly materials, improved reusability)


–	Equipment longevity (software extensibility and modular structure of hardware)


–	Carbon neutrality (use of renewable power sources)


			


			


			5D/631 T-Mobile， 5D/1035 Ericsson


[5D/1209 KOR : Qualitative capabilities]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1313 J : Qualitative indicator]





			73. 


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Cost efficiency


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Capability to control the overall cost of network construction, operation and maintenance.


			[5D/1333 CHN]


Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1333 CHN]





			74. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


[Sustainable resource management]


			The capability of the system (both the network and devices) to use and re-use natural resources in a sustainable manner while supporting next generation communication capabilities.


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]














			75. 


			(DG) Energy efficiency





[TSDSI]: Split into two as BTS energy efficiency and UE energy efficiency





[5D/1313 J]


Energy efficiency of the whole network


			FFS (whether to have this item)


[referring to M.2083: 


Energy efficiency has two aspects:


–	on the network side, energy efficiency refers to the quantity of information bits transmitted to/ received from users, per unit of energy consumption of the radio access network (RAN) (in bit/Joule);


–	on the device side, energy efficiency refers to quantity of information bits per unit of energy consumption of the communication module (in bit/Joule).]


[DG note: We also need to consider new usage scenario/service beyond communication, presented such as performance metrics unit per energy unit required (e.g., in xx/Joule)]


[DG note: Energy efficiency could be considered as one factor of sustainability]


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance category]


The capability of the system (both the network and devices) to operate with greater energy efficiency while supporting next generation communication capabilities.


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


Network energy efficiency is a measure of the total energy consumption of the radio access network in relation to the capabilities provided by the network in terms of traffic capacity, coverage, data rates, etc. Energy efficiency is a fundamental aspect of cost-efficient and sustainable solutions.


Observation: It is expected that energy efficiency can improve for IMT systems for 2030 and beyond in such a way that the total energy consumption when supporting all new and enhanced capabilities should not be greater than for existing IMT networks. 


Device Energy Efficiency


Device energy efficiency is the capability to minimize the power consumed by the device modem in relation to the traffic characteristics and the device capabilities in terms of data rates, latency, and reliability. 


Observation: Device energy efficiency is fundamental to the operational lifetime of devices and the possibility for implementing zero energy devices. It becomes increasingly important for immersive communication, AI and other applications relying on dependable compute for processing offloading.


[5D/1333 CHN]


The quantity of information bits transmitted per unit of energy consumption.( bit/Joule)





			[10 x] 





[5D/1313 J]


100 times of IMT-2020 case with maintaining lower than the total electric power consumption of the IMT-2020 case


			


			5D/771 IOWN GF, 5D/822 WWRF, 5D/1028 One6G Association, 5D/1058 China, 5D/1035 Ericsson





[5D/1168 (IOWN GF): Change to “energy performance efficiency”]





[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1296 Ericsson]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]








[DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]


· The capability of the system (both the network and devices) to use and re-use natural resources in a cost-/energy-efficient sustainable manner while supporting next generation communication capabilities, which may include:


· Improve energy efficiency: the total energy consumption of IMT network when supporting all new and enhanced capabilities should not be greater than for existing IMT networks; the power consumed by the device modem can be minimized in relation to the traffic characteristics and the device capabilities in terms of data rates, latency, and reliability.


· Reduce the environmental impact of equipment (use of environmentally friendly materials, improved reusability)


· Equipment longevity (software extensibility and modular structure of hardware)


· Carbon neutrality (use of renewable power sources)


· Control the overall cost of network construction, operation and maintenance.


[16) [Device lifetime/power related]


			76. 


			Extreme devices


			Massive amounts, autonomously connected, Zero (cost, energy, e-waste)


			


			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-0924/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. Ericsson]





			77. 


			Operational lifetime


			Operational life time refers to operation time per stored energy capacity. 


			20 years (footnote[footnoteRef:11]) [11: ] 



			


			[ HYPERLINK "https://www.itu.int/md/R19-WP5D-C-1058/en" Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. China]





			78. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Terminal/device category]


Device lifespan


			Some standalone consumer products may have a relatively short lifespan (e.g., 2-4 years) whereas infrastructure, automotive, domestic appliance applications need to have stable support for more than a decade (or even longer). This will drive support requirements on the network.


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			79. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Terminal/device category]


Device power constraints


			Devices that are power constrained use battery technologies or they can use techniques for taking power(harvest) from their environment.


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]





			80. 


			[5D/1353: 5G-ACIA]


Green equipment connection


			Scenarios such as massive asset management and tracking demand zero (passive or ambient powered[footnoteRef:12]) or low power consumption, hundreds of meters level data transmission (e.g., outdoor scenarios > 100 meters), ms-level communication delay, and high data collection capability (thousands of terminals' data per second), dynamic security support, which are not supported by 5G and NB-IoT as of today, but necessary to realize specific and efficient automatic management of assets and equipment. This feature can be assumed as a target for further 5G evolution and probably 6G. [12: ] 






			


			


			[5D/1353 5G-ACIA]








· [DG editor’s note: merged texts as below]Operational life time refers to operation time per stored energy capacity. Devices in infrastructure, automotive, domestic appliance applications may need to have stable support for more than a decade (or even longer, e,g, 20 years). 


· Devices with tracking demand zero (passive or ambient powered ) or low power consumption


Others:  


			81. 


			Mobility Interruption Time


[TSDSI] Replace “Mobility Interruption Time” to “Handover Interruption Time”


			[DG editor’s note: This item to be discussed later.]


[TSDSI]: Should indicate the probability of devices with 0ms interruption in case it is multi-user simulations.


			0 ms


(Holographic, VR/AR and tactile applications)


µs-level [5D/1168]


			0 ms (uRLLC)


0ms(eMBB)


			[5D/775 SparkNZ]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]








[5D/1168 (IOWN GF)]








[DG Chair: the above item to be considered at next phase, e.g, TRP]





			82. 


			Jitter


[TSDSI] Merge this with [23]


			


			0.0001 – 1 msec [for mobile fronthaul)]


			N/A


			[5D/919 IOWN GF]


[5D/1168 (IOWN GF)]





			83. 


			Jitter


			The jitter is the variation of a (characteristic) time parameter. [DG editor’s note: this capability also relates to the means to reach core network. Same principle with latency should be considered here.]


[5D/1170 NGA: Performance catergoy]


E2E Packet Jitter: The variation in latency within a flow of packets transmitted end-to-end across a network from a source to a destination endpoint (e.g., between a web client and server).


			us-level[footnoteRef:13] [13:  Specific values of proposed capabilities with quantitative indicators are references for more efficient discussion on understanding these capacities in SWG, while, whether and how to decide these values should be further studied in future.] 



[5D/1333 CHN]  us-level


			


			[5D/1058 China]


[5D/1233 TSDSI]


[5D/1170 NGA]


[5D/1333 CHN]





			84. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Jitter


			


			1msec or less


			


			[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]





			85. 


			Synchronization accuracy


[Impacts positional accuracy]


			[TSDSI] This will have to be defined for minimum phase and time accuracy.


			To be defined


			


			[5D/1233 TSDSI]








			86. 


			[5D/1353: 5G-ACIA]


Synchronization 


			Stable synchronization accuracy in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds


Demanding production data synchronization acquisition, motion control with clock synchronization target of in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds stably, not supported by 5G when poor channel quality occurs. But for mobile equipment data acquisition and control scenarios such as AGVs collaborating, multiple robots synchronized control, and integration of mobile networks in industrial time-sensitive networks, it’s necessary to realize such advanced feature based on wireless network, which could be the targeted use cases for 6G.


			in the order of hundreds of nanoseconds


			


			[5D/1353 5G-ACIA]








			87. 


			[5D/1313 J]


Response time


			


			100msec round trip application response (including expected application dependent processing delay)


			


			[5D/1313 J: Quantitative indicator]








[DG Chair: the above items may go beyond air interfaceradio network, the above item maybe not be considered with high priority in this Rec.] 





			88. 


			Spectrum and bandwidth flexibility


			Spectrum and bandwidth flexibility refers to the flexibility of the system design to handle different scenarios, and in particular to the capability to operate at different frequency ranges, including higher frequencies and wider channel bandwidths than today.


			Proposed as functional indicators


			


			[5D/1058 China]








			89. 


			Operating Bandwidth


			


			Up to 400 MHz for sub-6 GHz bands


Up to 3.25 GHz for mmWave bands


Indicative value: 10-100 GHz for THz bands


			Up to 400 MHz for sub-6 GHz bands


(band dependent)


Up to 3.25 GHz for mmWave bands


			[5D/775 SparkNZ]








			90. 


			Carrier Bandwidth


			


			To be defined


			400 MHz


			[5D/775SparkNZ]





			91. 


			System capabilities


			


			


			Network Throughput


Network Latency


Reliability


Energy Efficiency


Openness


Cloudification/Cloud-native


			[5D/919 IOWN GF]





			92. 


			[5D/1170 NGA: Connectivity category]


Sidelink connectivity


			Refers to the need or ability of the device to use sidelink connectivity (e.g., UE-to-UE, V2V, UE-to-wearable, etc.)


			


			


			[5D/1170 NGA]
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WP5D#42へ向けた寄書作成
 #41会合で日本が提案したIMT for 2030 and beyondの概念図(Usage 

Scenarios図)の説明テキスト（HWJ:朱様が原案作成）を提案。
 Coverageに係る能力(capability)に係る定義的説明文について修正案
を提案。「カバレッジを実現する様々な構築手法に対応できる能力」を有す
るという主旨。（HIBSに関係）

 #41会合で集中検討された、User and application trendおよび
Usage scenariosに関する内容について、これまで入力した日本提案
が適切に反映されているか精査。一部漏れ、要修文箇所あり、修正案
を提案。併せて、分量を削減するためのテキストの見直しを提案。

 IMTと直接関係ないそれ自体が独立した技術(AI、sensing、等)とIMT無
線インタフェース技術との関係を支援/被支援の関係で記述し、相互の位置付
けを明確化するテキストを、1. Introductionに盛り込んだ。



WP5D#42へ向けた寄書作成
 #41会合で開催されたWORKSHOPの提案/提言を踏まえ、検討中の

VISION勧告草案へ向けた作業文書への反映について検討が必要。
(HEXA- X等のベンダー/事業者の検討グループの提案は、既に作成中の新勧告草案へ
向けた作業文書に反映されているが、アカデミアや他の研究機関の提言が宙に浮いた状態。)

（WP5D対応WG内でのコメント）
- 提言の中には、WP5Dの所掌への適合の有無の判別が必要
- Vision勧告の完成時期が差し迫っている点も考慮が必要

以上を勘案し、これら意見を纏めた1段落程度のテキストを作成し、
白書分科会で対応しているVision勧告案に係る寄書案に含めることで
ARIBのWP5D対応WGで集約された。



WP5D#42へ向けた寄書作成
 作業文書の6.2 Timelineのセクションについて、日中韓の共同寄書を
提出。・・・作成中の新勧告案の修正提案になる

提案する【修正案】
・ 時間軸と矢印の長さをWP5D#41(6月会合)におけるAd hoc Workplanで議論された
結果に基づいて、合わせた形にする。

・ 他の無線システムとの関係に係る矢印の位置を一番下の位置に移動する。
併せて、integrationの表現をinterconnectingに変更する。

・ 更に、"and"を"and/or"に、また色の変更とエディトリアルに行う。



 9/26(Mon): IMT WG(15:00-17:00)
 9/26(Mon): 白書分科会幹部会(18:00-19:00)
 9/27(Tue): 白書分科会
 9/29(Thu): 地上業務委員会
 10/ 3(Mon): ITU-R WP5D入力締め切り
 10/10(Mon)-21(Fri):ITU-R WP5D第42回会合

今後の日程



参 考



【参考】Vision勧告案の作業状況 in #41

◎ SWG Visionで審議

〇 章構成の変更：日本提案の§3.2「IMT for 2030 and beyondの役割」をフィンランドの意見も
あって、§2.1 Goals and societal considerationに移動。テキストもエッセンスに絞る圧縮を
実施。

〇 #41会合では、§2.2 User and application trend、§4 Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030  

and beyondの導入部テキストについて集中検討。

・§2.2：11のサブテーマについて、各入力寄書のエッセンスを含め、簡潔に纏められた。

・§4 ：導入部のテキストの簡潔化の他、所謂IMT for 2030 and beyondの特徴を表現する概念

図を描くことになるが、現状は、提案された図が全て列挙された状態で、次回以降に審議、最

後に一本化される。

・§5 ：IMT for 2030 and beyondのcapabilityについては、各能力について、今会合への入力

寄書で提案された数値情報を一覧表に追加するとともに、能力に係り提案された種々タイトル

表現を一本化、ならびに、その能力を定義するテキストを作成。候補数値は列挙された状態。

今後、詰めの議論が行われる。現時点、16以上の能力項目となっている。

これら検討作業を通じ、勧告案の分量も併せて低減させた。



Vision勧告草案関係

現状章構成

1 Introduction - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
2 Trends for IMT towards 2030 and beyond - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
2.1 Goals and societal consideration - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
2.2 User and application trends - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
2.3 Technology trends  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13
2.4 Studies on technical feasibility of IMT in bands above 100 GHz - -13
2.5 Spectrum implications - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13
3 Evolution of IMT  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14
4 Usage scenarios of IMT for 2030 and beyond  - - - - - - - - - - - - 15
5 Capabilities of IMT for 2030 and beyond - - - - - - - - - - - - 30
6 Additional framework and objectives   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38
6.1 Relationships - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38
6.2 Timelines - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38
6.3 Focus areas for further study - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40

※ （赤字）#41会合で集中議論された項目。



Vision勧告草案関係

2.2のサブセクション

2.2 User and application trends
2.2.1  AI Everywhere
2.2.2  Smart industry
2.2.3  Immersive multimedia and multi-sensory communication
2.2.4  Digital twin and extended world
2.2.5  Seamless and ubiquitous coverage
2.2.6  E-health and well being
2.2.7  Sensing 
2.2.8  Pervasive IoT
2.2.9  Communication and computing convergence
2.2.10 Native trustworthiness
2.2.11 Sustainability

※ （赤字）#41会合で集中議論された項目。



WRC23 議題10(WRC27審議議題)に関連した情報
B5G/6G/IMT2030用の新周波数帯特定へ向け、ITU-Rでの検討に必要な、WRC新議題化（議題

10）に関連した情報

【規則・計画分科会におけるメール審議から引用】（非常に的確なので引用）
NICT様からの新議題設定提案に関するNTTドコモ新様のコメント

「今回のWRC23・議題10の提案ではIMT特定について言及されており、移動通信事業者として関連
性が出てまいりますので、コメントさせて頂きます。
まず、IMT特定の議題設立については、過去のWRC議論でも毎回大きな議論となっており、戦略

的かつ慎重な対応が必要であると考えます。

・ NICT様のご提案では252-296 GHzの周波数のみが言及されておりますが、当該周波数を先行
して日本提案をすることが果たして得策かという疑問があります。

・ 6G/IMT-2030の検討に関連して、どのような周波数帯が必要になってくるかという検討も
進める動きもあります。

・ よって、これらの検討の動きも踏まえた上で、より包括的なIMT特定の議題提案を、日本として
は実施すべきと考えます。またスケジュール的にも、新議題提案は、最終APG会合の1回前（即ち、
APG23-5（2023 1Q））から実施すれば間に合うと考えます。」



APG23-4：WRC23 議題10(WRC27審議議題)に関連情報

4.3.2 Allocation of 275-300 GHz to MS, FS, RAS and EESS (passive) on a primary basis
A proposal was received to extend frequency ranges in the Table of Frequency Allocations according
to technology developments and allocations in the frequency range 275-300 GHz for
radiocommunication services to accommodate the current and future requirements for
radiocommunication services.
APT Members agreed to further consider this proposal (See Attachment 4 to this document) at the
next APG meeting.
4.3.3 IMT for 2030 and beyond
Proposals were received to consider the possibility of the identification of additional frequency bands
for International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) including additional allocation to mobile service
on a primary basis, in particular frequency bands which have not been studied for IMT at the
previous WRCs, taking into account the evolution of IMT technology and the expanding role of IMT
such as to bridge the digital divide and to facilitate the digital transformation.
APT Members agreed to further consider this proposal at the next APG meeting.



 275-300 GHzを移動、固定、電波天文、地球探査衛星
（受動）の各業務について一次割当すること。
（日本提案でWRC27の議題案として検討対象）

 B5G/6G/IMT2030用IMTへ、新周波数帯で特定、移動
業務への新規割当について検討する。
（韓国が提案）

APG23-4：WRC23 議題10(WRC27審議議題)関連情報





白書分科会
周波数作業班資料（第2回）

周波数作業班リーダ

2022年9月27日



AWG-30会合の関連する結果について 2

• AWG(APT Wireless Group)は、第30回会合(AWG-30)を9月5日
から9日まで開催した。

• Working Group IMTは、新APTレポート”current status and 
future plan of usage in the frequency ranges of 7.125-24 
GHz and 92-300 GHz in Asia Pacific region”を作成中。

• AWG-30では、以下の質問に対する回答をもとに新レポートの作業文書を
作成した(AWG-30/TMP-63 (Rev.1))。

1) 7.125-24 GHz, 92-300 GHz帯、現在のアプリケーションと利用について
2) アプリケーションを変更する計画
3) 計画または可能性のあるアプリケーションについて

• AWG-31会合(2023年5月)にて新レポートを完成する予定。





周波数作業班について 4

• 作業班の所掌
 白書6.1.3.1章「周波数資源の利活用動向」のアップデートす
る。

 B5G/6G周波数に関する海外・国内動向情報を追記する。
 （可能であれば）B5G/6Gシステム周波数についての意見集約
を行う。



作業スケジュール 5

2022年 2023年

7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4

白書アップデート

白書バージョン 2.0版

APG23会合

WP5D会合

海外・国内動向情報
の収集

周波数についての意
見集約

APG23-5APG23-4

第42回 第43回



白書1.5版（概要版）の発行と
白書2.0版の作成に向けて

Beyond5G推進コンソーシアム
白書分科会 ビジョン作業班

2 0 2 2 年 9 月 2 7 日



白書1.5版（概要版：PPT版）のスケジュール 1

 事務局が提示する日程に従う

 参考：1.5版の改訂内容：

• (新)4.7.3.3（自動車業界）: 5Gのユースケースと通信要件の節を追加

• 4.8.1（機械業界）: 本文の更新

• 4.8.2.2 （機械業界） : 本文の更新

• 4.8.2.3 （機械業界） : 本文の更新

• 4.8.5.1 （機械業界） : 本文の更新

• (新)5.2章: Beyond 5Gを象徴する図と利用シナリオを追加



白書2.0版の作成に向けて 2

 業界ヒアリング：先月までと同様、エディターの皆様から口頭で状況説明願う

• 2.0版が最終版なので、業界ヒアリングと白書への反映をお願いします！

 2030年社会検討ワークショップの再開

• 11月と12月に開催したい

• 講演の候補会社：

 呼びたい・呼んでもらいたい業界や企業、団体があれば教えていただきたい

 「5Gの振り返り」についての白書への反映

• 4.4節（通信業界）に反映

 担当エディター様にドラフトいただき、ビジョン作業班のメンバーでレビュー

• 必要に応じて、関連するすべての業界（in 4.x節）に反映

 業界ヒアリングにおいて、「5Gの課題」についての指摘を受けている方は、その指摘事項や「5Gの振
り返り（Excelファイル）」を4.x節に反映すること

 2.0版に向けて

• 1.5版と同様、自分たちで和文・英文を作成することで問題ない？ それとも英訳が必要？





白書分科会 技術作業班
白書1.5版更新報告と今後の進め方(案)

技術作業班 リーダ・サブリーダ

2022年9月27日



検討項目・検討状況
1. KPIのRadar chart案検討

・B5G白書(1.5版向け): 2030年に向けたB5Gシステムの「目標」として記載[新5.3章に記載=済]
技術標準や勧告を定めるITU-R, 3GPPの要件定義とは区別して検討。記載の範囲はRANに限定せず、B5Gに関係する範囲を広く検討して、
白書1.5版に記載。

・ITU-R WP5Dへ提案検討するKPI (WP5D対応AHとの連携の中で検討):
上記の「B5G白書に記載するKPI」をベースとしつつ、WP5Dの所掌範囲(地上移動系のRAN)部分を切り出して検討

2. 周波数(スペクトラム)関係の記載について(1.5版、2.0版向け)
・白書1.5版向け: 6.1.3.2章に記載している電波伝搬関係の記載について、追加情報の記載、参照文献情報の最新化 [済]
・白書2.0版(2023年3月)向け: B5Gに向けた周波数利活用の動向調査と記載の検討 [周波数作業班にて継続検討]

3. 1.5版(9月末)に向けた上記以外の修正・更新の確認 [字句の微修正など=済]
Ver. Rev. Date Contents Note
1.1 Draft 2022/9/22 ① (New)5.3: Introduction of Target KPIs figures and information updates in the corresponding texts.

・Figure 5.3-2 Target KPIs for Beyond 5G (Quantitative indicators)
・Figure 5.3-3 Target KPIs for Beyond 5G (Qualitative indicators)

② 6.1.2 Deployment aspect: Information updates in Figure 6.1-3 to Figure 6.1.6, and corresponding texts.
③ 6.1.3.2 Studies related to Radio Propagation: Information updates

・(2) Indoor line-of-sight and outdoor urban street canyon environments
・(4) Design of ground to NTN communication using the 100 GHz band
・(5) Indoor propagation characteristics in the 300 GHz band

④ Others: Typo corrections (CO2→CO2)

‘-rev1’

2



白書1.5版更新項目(技術作業班のKPI関係) [1/3]

5. Capabilities and KPIs required in Beyond 5G
5.1. Capabilities required in Beyond 5G

(新) 5.2. Conceptual figure of Beyond 5G and usage scenarios (←Vision作業班)
“Figure 5.2-1 Conceptual figure of Beyond 5G”の追記他

(新) 5.3. Target Key Performance Indicators
(新) 5.3.1. Key features for Beyond 5G in the Beyond 5G Promotion Strategy →変更・更新なし

Figure 5.3-1 Key Features for Beyond 5G [2]
(新) 5.3.2. Consideration of Target Key Performance Indicators for Beyond 5G

Figure 5.3-2 Applicable parts of the target KPIs →変更なし
Figure Table 5. 3-1 Target KPIs for Beyond 5G (Quantitative indicators)
Figure Table 5. 3-2 Target KPIs for Beyond 5G (Qualitative indicators)
※あわせて本文の記載を一部更新

→1.5版で更新(６頁参照)
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白書1.5版更新項目(6.1章) [2/3]
6. Technology trends
6.1. Observations of technology trends towards Beyond 5G
6.1.1 Market demands → 更新なし
6.1.2 Deployment aspect → 統計情報を更新

Figure 6.1-3 Number of mobile phone subscriptions worldwide
Figure 6.1-4 Number of subscribers multiplied by GDP-PPP

6.1.3 Technical aspect of radio spectrum
6.1.3.1 Trends in radio frequency resource utilization
→2版に向けて周波数作業班で記載内容の更新を検討(1.5版では、統計情報を更新)

Figure 6.1-5 Frequency bands defined for 4G and 5G in the 3GPP specifications
Figure 6.1-6 Frequency assignments in Japan

6.1.3.2. Studies related to Radio Propagation
→ 1.5版: 案件追加・更新、および、参考文献情報の更新

(1) Path loss of frequency band at 2 GHz, 26 GHz, and 300 GHz bands in urban microcell scenario
(2) Propagation Characteristics of Indoor line-of-sight and outdoor urban street canyon environment up to 100 GHz

↑タイトル・内容更新
(3) Path loss modeling using machine learning
(4) Design of Zenith propagation loss from ground level up to NTN communication using the 100 GHz band an

altitude of about 16 km ←タイトル・内容更新
(5) Indoor propagation characteristics in the 300 GHz band ←新規追加

4



白書1.5版更新項目(6.2章) [3/3]

6.2章: 1.5版では内容の更新なし

6.2. System Platform and Application
6.3. Trustworthiness (Security, Privacy, and Resilience)
6.4. Network energy efficiency enhancement
6.5. Network coverage extension via non-terrestrial networks (NTN)
6.6. Network architecture
6.7. Wireless and optical

※2版改訂に向けて「社会インフラとしてのResilience, securityの視点などからNWアーキ技術の考察追記検討」の
ご提案あり。
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[参考] Target KPIs for Beyond 5G (1.5版白書)

Figure 5.3-2 Target KPIs for Beyond 5G (Quantitative indicators)

Figure 5.3-3 Target KPIs for Beyond 5G (Qualitative indicators)
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活動予定(案)について
1. 白書1.5版: 概要資料作成 [~10月11更新]、HP公開[10/14]
2. 白書2版に向けた検討継続(2022年度中に2版へ更新を検討)

[白書 2.0版に向けた検討(案)]
5. Capabilities and KPIs required in Beyond 5G

5.3. Target Key Performance Indicators → 2.0版に向けて、特段の情報更新なければ変更なし
5.3.1. Key features for Beyond 5G in the Beyond 5G Promotion Strategy
5.3.2. Consideration of Target Key Performance Indicators for Beyond 5G

6. Technology trends
6.1. Observations of technology trends towards Beyond 5G

6.1.1 Market demands → 更新なし
6.1.2 Deployment aspect → 統計情報更新を検討
6.1.3 Technical aspect of radio spectrum
6.1.3.1 Trends in radio frequency resource utilization → 周波数作業班にて更新検討。
6.1.3.2. Studies related to Radio Propagation → 必要に応じて更新・追加を検討

6.2. System Platform and Application
6.3. Trustworthiness (Security, Privacy, and Resilience)
6.4. Network energy efficiency enhancement
6.5. Network coverage extension via non-terrestrial networks (NTN)
6.6. Network architecture
6.7. Wireless and optical

※「社会インフラとしてのResilience, securityの
視点などからNWアーキ技術の考察追記検討」
のご提案あり。

(Vision作業班検討、目標KPI検討に関連して
更新すべき内容があれば、あわせて検討)
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今後のスケジュール(マイルストーン)[案]

日程 白書分科会 技術作業班 記事
3月 Ver.1.0白書完成 対外発信
6月 Workshop on future IMT Vision(WP5D)] ITU-R WP5Dにおいて、REP. ”ITU-R 

M.[IMT.FUTURE TECHNOLOGY 
TRENDS]”最終化(予定)

9月 Ver.1.5白書完成 (9/30 日英版完成+スライド更新完)
2023年3月 Ver.2.0白書完成 対外発信

6月 ITU-R WP5D
• Technical feasibility of IMT in 

bands above 100 
GHz(above100)”最終化”(予定)

• REC.. ”ITU-R M.[IMT.VISION 
2030 AND BEYOND]”最終化し、
SG5へ上程(予定)

(メモ) ITU-R WP5Dへの寄書と会合
- ～2022年5月 → 6月期会合
- ～2021年8月中旬 → 10月期会合
- ～2021年12月末 → 2月期会合

•最新の技術動向調査・更新
•電波伝搬モデル検討関係の情報更新(3月
期学会公表情報など追記)

•Spectrum関係の記載更新検討(ITU-R 
WRC対応など念頭)

• ITU-R WP5DにおけるAbove 100GHz勧告への貢献を念頭
にWP5D対応WGと連携
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【参考】白書分科会・作業班会合日程

日程 白書分科会 ビジョン作業班 技術作業班 日程 白書分科会 ビジョン作業班 技術作業班 周波数作業班

2021/4/27 第1回会合 2022/3/22 第12回会合 第17回会合 第13回会合

2021/5/25 第2回会合 第1回会合 第1回会合 2022/4/26 第13回会合 第18回会合 第14回会合

2021/6/15 第2回会合 第2回会合 2022/5/24 第14回会合 第19回会合 第15回会合

2021/6/22 第3回会合 第3回会合 第3回会合 2022/６/28 第1５回会合 第20回会合 第16回会合

2021/7/6 第4回会合 2022/7/26 第16回会合 第21回会合 第17回会合

2021/7/21 第4回会合 2022/8/23 第17回会合 第24回会合 第18回会合 第1回会合

2021/7/27 第4回会合 第5回会合 第5回会合 2022/9/27 第1８回会合 第26回会合 第19回会合 第2回会合

2021/8/3 第6回会合 2022/11/1 第19回会合 第27回会合 第20回会合 第3回会合

2021/8/24 第5回会合 第7回会合 第6回会合 2022/11/22 第20回会合 第29回会合 第21回会合 第4回会合

2021/9/14 第8回会合 2022/12/27 第21回会合 第31回会合 第22回会合 第5回会合

2021/9/28 第6回会合 第9回会合 第7回会合

2021/10/26 第7回会合 第11回会合 第8回会合

2021/11/30 第8回会合 第12回会合 第9回会合

2021/10/12 第13回会合

2021/12/21 第9回会合 第14回会合 第10回会合

2022/1/25 第10回会合 第15回会合 第11回会合

2022/2/22 第11回会合 第16回会合 第12回会合

←本日
←次回
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白書1.5版最終ドラフト及び今後の作業について

 作業フォルダ、最終版ドラフト格納場所（ARIB share point）
共有ドキュメント > 50 白書 > 1.5版

 白書（日本語版＆英語版）
9/22（木）各作業班からの原稿〆切
9/27（火）白書分科会にて最終確認
9/28（水）17:00 確認〆切（エディトリアルな修正のみ受付⇒事務局まで）
～ 最終編集、アップロード作業（事務局）

9/30（金）HP上で公開
 概要版（PPT資料、日本語版＆英語版）

10/11（火）各作業班からの原稿〆切
～ 最終編集、アップロード作業（事務局）

10/14（金）HP上で公開

https://aribjapan.sharepoint.com/sites/com/else/b5g-wp/DocLib
https://aribjapan.sharepoint.com/sites/com/else/b5g-wp/DocLib/50%20%E7%99%BD%E6%9B%B8
https://aribjapan.sharepoint.com/sites/com/else/b5g-wp/DocLib/50%20%E7%99%BD%E6%9B%B8/1.5%E7%89%88


8 9 10 11 12 2023.1 2 3
白書分科会

WP5D対応
Adhoc

（ビジョン勧告/
各種技術勧告関連）

ビジョン作業班

技術作業班

周波数作業班

活動スケジュール（主な活動、マイルストーン）

▼8/23 ▼9/27 ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼

9/13▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼

▲
WP5D#42

▲
WP5D#43

寄書準備 寄書準備

▲
WP5D#42

▲
WP5D#43

▲
APG23-4

▲
APG23-5

国内外動向情報収集（、意見集約） ⇒ 白書への反映

▼8/9
2030年社会検討WS、5G振り返り、等 ⇒ 白書への反映

9/22 9/30
白書1.5版

リリース(WEB公開) 3末
白書２.0版

※詳細工程(英訳、編集等）は別途 リリース
イベント▽B5G国際

カンファレンス
CEATEC▽

2022

▼8/5 KPI
アドホック

KPI＆レーダチャート検討、電波伝搬検討、等 ⇒ 白書への反映

▲
AWG-30

白書リリース
10/14
概要版

本日



会合日程
会合 開催日時（基本）

白書分科会（各作業班の合同開催） 毎月１回 第４火曜日 15時ー18時
ビジョン作業班 2030年社会検討WS 他 毎月１回 第２火曜日 15時ー18時

毎月１回 第４火曜日 15時ー18時の一部
技術作業班 毎月１回 第４火曜日 15時ー18時の一部
周波数作業班 毎月１回 第４火曜日 15時ー18時の一部

白書分科会と
合同開催

日付 時間 白書分科会 ビジョン作業班 技術作業班 周波数作業班 備考

9/27(火) 15:00-18:00 第18回 第26回 第19回 第2回

11/1(火) 15:00-18:00 第19回 第27回 第20回 第3回 ※基本日程の10/25
（火）から変更

11/8(火) 15:00-17:00 第28回
（2030年社会検討WS）

11/22(火) 15:00-18:00 第20回 第29回 第21回 第4回

12/13(火) 15:00-17:00 第30回
(2030年社会検討WS)

12/27(火) 15:00-18:00 第21回 第31回 第22回 第5回

本日⇒
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